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Constabulary for Deliberate Murder.
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Dispatch.
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Indiana, Pa., June 8. The new min
New York. June 8. Willis Karris,
ing town of Ernest, five miles from
1kv left at Boonviile, Mis

Kansas Citv. i.io.. Jun

TELEGRAPH

-

PLAY "HIAWATHA"
FOR TRAVELING MEN.
I'.'to-.- l t y, Mich., June 8.
The Commercial Travelers of Michigan, wh)

are holding

their stale convention
here, will today attend a special performance of the play of "Hiawatha,"
which the Ojibway tribe of Indians is
performing at
near
this city. The Indians played that play
in the same place all last summer and
thousands of people were attracted to
their camp by that interesting feature. The play is not the only attraction of the camp. There is also
an interesting collection of wild animals, an Eskimo family living in a
but of Imitation Ice ami snow, a Japanese tea house inhabited by a Japanese family, an an Indian museum,
which contains manv rare and interesting relics gathered from the various Indian tribes which at on.- - time
inhabited Michigan.

nuiin Mkh.. June 8. Scores of
the most expert manipulators of the
telegraph keys have come to this
ctty from all parts or me unueu
States, to take part In an Interesting speed contest which will be held
here today at Tremont Temple under
the auspices of the Telegraphers'
Tournament Association of New England. The contest is not limited to
but is
New England telegraphers,
open to operators from any country,
and among those who intend to take
part In the competition are many of
the speediest telegraphers from Canada and Mexico. The tournament has
been arranged by the New England
AssociaTournament
Telegraphers'
tion, to raise a fund which will enable the New England telegraphers to
endow a free hospital bed. Elfe Insurance classifications show that with
one single exception the mortality da
greatest among telegraphers and that
more telegraphers die from consumption than in any other profession.
As an incentive, Andrew Carnegie
has donated a handsome international
trophy. It is a solid silver cup, 23
Inches high, with base, and Is symbolic of the telegrapher's profession.
This cup stands for the championship
of the world, and will bo decided not

IN

I

alone on fast receiving or fast send-mg- ,
but upon the greatest number of
points won In all classes, accuracy
and speed to count.
Besides this
trophy, Clarence II. Mackay, president
of the Postal Telegraph company, has
donated four handsome cups as first
and second prizes In a team match.
The last previous contest of this
kind ever held In New England, was
held in Chlckerlng hall, In 18U3. As
at that tournament the work will be
divided Into three principal classes,
press work, ordinary telegrams and
stock quotations. One of the most Interesting contests will be the. team
contest. Nothing of the sotL'ts ver
been ' attempted
here before. The
men entered for that contest will
In
pairs
work
and the only test will
be the amount of work that each
team can accomplish In a given time.
No particular attention will ho paid
In this case to the accuracy
and
rythm of the sender, but, of course,
correctness is required.
Among the experts who are here to
take part In the tournament are some
of the best known experts
in the
country, like W. M. Gibson, the pres
ent champion of the world; Mc- Clintock, Williams, Emmanuel, Catlln,
Faulkner and many others.

MAJOR FREMONT IN GAME PROTECTION
IN NEW YORK

MONEY TROUBLE

I'lattsburg, N. Y., June 8. There U
trouble brewing for Major Francis P.
Fremont of the Fifth Infantry, on
duty at Plattsburg barracks, but now
on leave of absence. That officer Is
the son of General John C. Fremont,
the "Pathfinder," and is well known
He recently filed a peIn the army.
tition In bankruptcy, in New York,
acknowledging liabilities of nearly
$12,000, to meet which he had only
GO
EAST
WILL NOT
The fact that
$28 in cash as assets.
ON ACCOUNT OF DEATH an army officer should ask to be declared a bankrupt and obtain relief
that
POSTPONES from his financial obligations inpreceGREER
COLONEL
TRIP, OWING TO DEATH OF manner is altogether without
'
MAN HE WAS TO MEET SEC- - dent.
authorities
The War Department
OND STREET EXTENSION TO
are much surprised that an officer
BE COMPLETED BY JULY 4.
should so proceed, and Instructions
Col ;nel W. H. tireer, president of have gone forth to have the case thorthe Albuquerque Traction convpany, oughly Investigated, with Hie chance
who had contemplated leaving the that. Major Fremont will be tried by
city last evening for a short business court martial. His debts cover many
trip east, will not go, having received transactions with banks in all parts
advices to the effect that the gentle- of the country, as well as personal in- man whom he was to have met in debtedm-Fmedical service.
for
K.iston for a conference concerning household supplies, lawyers' services,
some timber
lands in New Mexico, uniforms, etc.
dropped d ad on the streets :i that j Army officers do not sympathize
city a few days ago from apoplexy.
with any such appeal io the law as a
Speaking of the Second Mrec; ex- protection
to an individual of the
tension. Colonel finer mated that all
who owes money. The practice
the material necessary lo constructing lis by no means viewci with iavor,
the line to the lumber mills wa-- s on and it Is not understood in Washing
hand, with the exception of a quarjust bow an army officer may,
ter of a nyle or steel, w hich had been ton
with his assurance of income, bo adordered and would arrive within the mitted into bankruptcy.
The case
nexi ten days, and that the line, bar- possesses
which, it is said,
ring tmforsein accidents, wvuld be icall for elements
some drastic proceeding.
in actual operation by July 4.
action is necessary will be
Mrs. Greer, who Is now sojourning Whatever
taken by General Grant at Governor's
at a Michigan lake resort, is expected Island.
lo arrive in Albuquerque tomorrow or
Sunday.
DEDICATION OF MONUMENT

The eighth
annual convention of the league of
American Sportsmen opened here to
day in the Iroquois Hotel, and will
last two days. Aliout fifty delegates
representing
sportsmen's
organiza
tions in various parts of the coun
try, are in attendance. O. O. Shields
of New York Is president
of the
league, and will preside at the meet
ings.
The object of the league Is to pro
vide protection for game. One of the
questions to be discussed will be the
matter of having legislation for the
prohibition of spring shooting and
also to prohibit I lie sale of game
throughout the year.
An endeavor
will also be made to Induce the southern states to shorten their open sea-sofor game, and to have a national law which will protect game.
The local inenibeis of the league
have made elaborate preparations for
tlie entertainment
of the visiting
sportsmen, and will entertain them
this evening at a banquet at the Iroquois hotel, to which all local sportsmen have been invited.
Buffalo,

j

NIGHT

CLAD LEGISLATORS

TO SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.
Ilellefonte. Pa.. June 8. Today lias
been selected as the day for the unveiling and dedication of the monument which has been erected here in
memory of the sol, Hers and sailors
of Center county and the Curt in memorial statue. The latter Is an imposing monument, with th" statue of
Curtin in the center, and figures, representing War and Peace, on each
side. The dedication ceremonies will
take place this afternoon. Colonel
Thomas J. Stewart of Harrisl.urg will
deliver the dedication address at the
soldiers' monument, while Colonel A.
K. McClure of Philadelphia, who was
always a close, warm friend of the
late (Jovernor Andrew O. Curtin. will
be the principal orator at the unveiling of the Curtin monument.

N. V.,

June

8.

CORPS WILL
DEVELOP ITS WIRELESS.
Washington, II. ('., June h. It has
been decided that the army signal
corns ll trt .levehm it own
telegraph system. There is an in
creasing call for this mo hod of comartillery forts,
munication at th
and it is found thu tne Installation
of such a complete s.vs'em as that in
the southern New York district would
represent a grea: cunt, for which tlie
simial corps, chatted with the work
of equipment, does not imjssckh ihe
funds. The experts of the corps In
Washington have decided to experiment with a new system, buying the
material in the open market, and assembling the parts, to the end that
they may have a means of wireless
communication which shall answer
the- purpose of Ihe
coast
artillery,
where it is used In M il ling messages
between the target boats and the
shore during the firiio.' of the heavy
guns. The system is found to bo of
great value In this respect, and the
signal corps people believe they can
get up a system which will be as efficient as the best of the commercial
systems, which com so much money.
If the corps leeti ici..ns are successful, this will mean a substantial Jog
of prospective business to the wireless telegraph companies, which realized that wireless telegraphy was to
lie extensively used along the coast.
ARMY SIGNAL

n'T-jvi-

FIGHT FIRE IN CAPITOL
Hat ton Kouge,
l.a.. June 8. The
saving of the state capltol from destruction by fire last night was accomplished in a spectacular manner
with Governor Hlanchard assisted by
many Ixmislana legislators, dressed in
their night clothes, and by hundreds
of citizens supplementing the fire department. The fire started from defective wiring near the roof nf the
senate chamber, destroying the CapNew York Monev Market.
M mey on call, itol's eastern wing alxjve the first floor.
New York, June 8
easy, at 2 l (it 3 per cent; prime me- Tlie governor directed the work in
valuable papers. The cap'tol
rcantile paper 5 f 5 ' 2 per cent. Par saving
was first built In 1647 and was deliver. :"c.
stroyed by fire during the Civil war.
The present structure was erected In
Lead and Copper.
New York, June 8. Lead, $'i T.'Jt 1sm.
The loss Is es'imated at be
copper, 118 75& 19.00.
tween JSo.tMNi and $loo,0u0.
1

.

Contestants From Almost All Parts of the
Country, Who Have Local Record For
Speed, Will Participate in Contest.

Albn-oueiiiit- e

INDIANS

OPERATORS

BOSTON SPEED TRIAL

MEMBERS ARE
SUBSTITUTED BY OTHERS
Denver, June 8. The Western Fed
eration of Miners today adopted a res
olution thanking the various labor
union 8 of the country, for the financial
assistance given the federation to aid
it In the defense of Moyer, Haywood
and Pettibone.
EXPERIMENTS MAY CHANGE
The morning session of the conven
THE CIRCULATION OF BLOOD
Chicago, III., June 8. Dr. Alexis tion was adjourned early, and the dele
Carrel and Dr. C. C. Guthrie, who gates marched to the depot to meet
have for more than one year con- the incoming delegates from Butte,
ducted a series of important experi- who had been elected to take the place
ments at the Hull Physiological lab of those who bolted the convention
oratory, connected with the Univer- early In the session.
sity of Chicago, and it is believed that
these experiments have demonstrated G. L. BROOKS ELECTED
the possibility of substituting veins
PRESIDENT OF CLUB
for arteries and changing the whole
circulation of the human body.
Diseases that have hitherto been COMMERCIAL CLUB ELECTS NEW
incurable and others that have in gen
OFFICERS AND THREE ' MEMeral been fatal in a large majoritv of
BERS OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
by
cases, It is believed, may be cured
he reversal of the circulation of the At the nnnual meeting of the
blood. The experiments haye, so far,
Commercial club, held last
been conducted on dogs, but they evenitig in the Commercial Club
it
have now reached a stage where
building. G. E. Ur toks was unaniis thought that the same itests may mously eleut'd president of the club,
safely be tried on human beings. The succeeding Colonel
r. S. Hopewell.
discoverers of this new method are
Mr. Brooks, O. N. Marron and C. E.
it
confident of success and believe
Newcomer, whuse terms as members
will revolutionize surgery.
of the board of directors had expired,
were
by unanimous
vote.
PHILADELPHIAN IN TRIM
The other officers elected were Noa
TO COMPETE WITH BRITISH Ufeld, first vice president; J. C. Ilald-rldgPhiladelphia, Pa., June 8. William
second vice president; M. W.
B. West, of the Undine Barge Club of Flournry,
treasurer, and P. F.
this city, sailed for England, today,
secretary.
to take part In the competition for
.Mr. Brooks, the ntwly elected presthe Diamond Sculls at the English ident, has long been a member of the
Henley regatta.
He is acconipauied club, and his election meets with genby Carson, his trainer, who will as eral approval from the members of
sist him with his advice.
the club and citizens of the city as
Mr. West is a well to do merchant well. Mr. Brooks is Interested finanand consequently
within amateur cially and otherwise, in the upbuilding
rules. He has taken with him a new of Albuquerque, and his selection was
shell, which he had built for this a wise one on the part of the club
special occasion. Until last year he members.
lie
represented
est Philadelphia
Mr. MeCanna, in accepting anWest won his junior oint r term as secretary, begins his
Boat Club.
sculls In PJ02 in the Schuylkill Navy sixth term in this capacity.
regatta, and in the following year was
Tile report of the secretary last
intermediary evening showed the
graduated
from the
club, at the end
class. He has been handicapped in of its fiscal year, to be entirely free
his efforts to win a senior event from debt, and in the best financial
through stomach trouble, from which condition in 'the history f the orhe now has completely recovered. ganization.
West has been doing gymnasium work
The club has outlined a program
all winter and is now in it he pink of for the ensuing year, which gives
condition.
promise of working much ultimate
Kood to the city.
STATIONARY ENGINEERS
nual state convention of- the Indiana
branch of the National Association of
Stationary Engineers, which opened
belt- today, promises to be of unusual Interest. It will last t'nree days
and will be presided over by State
President Eir.il t Merger of this city.
The attendance is large and the, program arranged for the meeting is unIt
usually elaborate and interesting.
includes a joint meeting with the
Kentucky State Convention of Stationary Engineers, which meets at
Henderson, Ky., today. Some highly
important matters will come up for
consideration. Including propositions'
for certain regulations an I laws,
which the engineers will try to have
incoiprated in the statute books of
the state. Many papers of a purely
leehnic:;! character will be read.

curs Between Imported Persians and
THE RUSSIAN HOME

in Old Conservative

England.

UB0R

MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT

IS

A

5

St Petersburg, June 8. According
London, June 8. Sir Howard Vinto a reliable report from Peterhof, the cent, conservative member
emperor has about decided to retire ment for Central Sheffield, of parliaand one of
Premier Goremykin. The emperor is the most pronounced advocates
of proextremely dissatisfied
prethe cases of Armour & Co.. Swift & mier's failure to make headwaythetoward tection and preferential treatment for
colonial products, has given notice of
Co., Cudahy & Co.. and the Nelson approachment with
the lower house his intention to interpolate the "presMorris Packing- eamnanv. on trial of parliament and Is now
sacready to
ident of the board of trade in the house
charged with accepting rebates from rifice him.
of commons on the subject of the meat
the Burlington Railway company on
packing disclosures in the United
raporr snipmenis.
RUSSIANS RESIST THE
States.
Van Valkenburg declared that the
IMPORTATION OF LABOR
His question is evidently drawn up
packing cdm Danles' flecenthnrn nf a
Tsarltsin, Russia, June 8. In a fight with a view to extracting information
rate of twenty-threcents per 100 here yesterday between a number of which may
be utilized by the Fiscal
pounas, when the regular tariff was Persians, whom local contractors
had
in pushing their prothirty-fivcents, was
nlain vloin. Imported to take the places of striking Reformers
tlon of thft intemtatf oommernft tint longshoremen, and a mob of strikers, paganda.
Sir Howard wants to know what was
The case probably will go to the Jury a score of the latter were killed.
the total amount of importation of
eariy mig arternoon.
American canned meats, game, fish,
Defense I Purely Technical.
WORKING CLASSES ARE
fruits and other preserved foods, into
Frank Hagernian, representing
ARMING FORCONFLICT the United Kingdom and
the British
Xr Ct
Bmt
DnilDblnn 1UI
nt U1C
v w . , win.
"
Moscow, June 8. There Is a notice- empire generally for the years of 1900
other defendants also, lollowed Van able Increase
In revolutionary activity and 1905 respectively, and what steps
vaiKenourg in a rebuttal argument.
and It is evident the leaders are the board of trade proposes to take hi
His argument was lengthy and tech- here
preparing to lake advantage of the order to protect British consumers
nical. When the recess waa taken At first opportunity
to start an armed up- from ithe evil effect of such foods in
noon, Judge McPherson
announced rising. The workmen of factories and view of recent
disclosures.
upon
mat immediately
the reconvening this afternoon, he would instruct mills are being systematically armed
Mauser
with
rifles
and drilled under NOTED GIRLS' SCHOOL
the Jury and give them tihe case.
the supervision of army reserve soldiers. Revolutionary emissaries being
CLOSED FOREVERMORE
ALBUQUERQUEANS may
sent In all directions into the country
to incite the land hungry peasants to
Canandalgua,
N. Y., June 8. The
SOON TALK TO CHICAGO appropriate land and to strike on the Granger
Place School for Girls, one
big estates.
of the beat known Institutions
of
COLORADO
learning of that character In the
COMTELEPHONE
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE OF
jcountry, will he closed forever after
PANY'S PRESENT PLANS CONCHRISTIAN WORKERS tne closing
exercises which are helq
TEMPLATE A GREAT ACHIEVEAshevllle, N. C. Juno 8. Hundreds today.
MENT
IN
of members and delegates of the varTELEPHONIC
The school was organized by Miss
ious Young Women's Chrlatian, Assok,
Caroline Comstock, Miss Harriet
ciations of the south are assembled
Mrs. Charlotte Crocker and
to
here
the
twelfth
attend
of
session
Miss Jane Slocum in 1876, and has
Completing a project which
has
Southern Conference of Young had a prosperous exlstance ever
been In process of construction for the the
since
Wtomen's
Christian
Associations,
that that time. The Misses Granger, who
past several years, the Colorado Teleopened
today.
purpose
here
of
The
gained control of the school about ten
phone company w-soon have long
summer
conferences Is to years ago, have decided to retire from
be- these
distance connections completed
deepen
spiritual
delethe
life
of the
school work. They have decided to
tween thl city and Chioagj, thus enabling one to talk, from Albuquerque, gates, to train them for leadership go to Europe for the summer, and.
In
colChristian
the
work of their
when they return here In September,
via Denver, the headquarters of the
Colorado Telephone company, over leges or associations, and to show they expect to remodel the school
opportunities
them
serfor Christian
building Into a modern
dwelling
the
miles of space Intervening liotween the two titles, to vice. There will be mission study house, in which they propose to live.
classes,
conBible
study
classes, city
The building was erected In 1814, by
Chicago.
meotlngs,
students'
etc. their grandfather, Gideon Granger,
This Is one of the mast stupendous ferences,
Many
distinguished
workers
and who was postmaster general under
projects undertaken by the company,
requiring years of work and the ex- speakers from all parts of the south Jefferson and Madison, and was later
are
In
attendance and will address the occupied as a residence by their parpenditure of a vast amount of money.
delegates during the twelve days of ents, until the school was established.
With the incorporation
recently of the
conference.
The excellent faculty, headed by
the Colorado & Eastern iclepnone &
Telegraph company, the first step was
Samuel Cole Falrley, the principal.
Chicago Live Stock.
Miss Parmelee, and others in the diftaken towards connecting the ColChicago, June 8. Cattle receipts, ferent classical departments, will be
orado Telephone company's syfctom
In this territory and Colorado
with 2.000 strong. Beeves $4.00G.0O; cow dispersed. Mr. Falrley, who has been
the entire long distance and exchange and heifers $1.655.00; stockers and head master for thirteen years, has
become clsely identified with the edutelephone system In the east and feeders, $2.70ffp4.G5; Texans J3.70
4.40; calves J3.5O07.25.
cational closely identified with edu- south.
Sheep receipts, 6,000, strong. Sheep nnd will probably remain here in some
Three copper metallic circuits are
capacity.
to be constructed from Kansas City $4.50ti.lO; lambs $5.507.10.
to Denver, and another line is mapped
out 'already, which will reach Omaha,
R

district aworney for
the western district of Missouri, in
ine lederal court here this morning,
presented the eovernmpnfp
in

BOLTING

OF INDIANA MEET.
Kvunsville, Ind., Juno 8. The an-

AFTERNOON

Begin to Bear Fruit Even

Oc-

ght

Van Valkenburg,

here, was the scene early today of a
conflict between a batallion of the
state military and the striking miners
in which two strikers were killed and
eight others wounded, three fatally.
Shortly after daylight a body of
strikers, headed by "a brass band,
marched to the station to meet the
expected mine officials from Punxsu- tawney. At the station they encoun
tered a detail of twelve members of
As they passed a
the constabulary.
member of the hand fired a revolver at
troops.
No .one was struck, but
the
the constabulary immediately retaliated with a volley. When the smoke
cleared away, ten strikers were lying
on the ground. All Is quiet now and
no further trouble Is expected.

has been received here that two broth
ers running as engineers out of Tor- rean, Mexico, Peter and Terry Farrls
are relatives of Willis Karris and that
another brother, James Farrls, engi
neer, was killed in Mexico three or
four years ago, leaving a widow and
an infant son, who would now be about
five years old.
Mrs. Farrls married
again at San Antonio and later moved
to New York Ctty. A fourth brother
Is at Uockport, Missouri, and It is
thought likely that little Willis was
sent to him. lie has not yet been lo
cated.

DURING

,

Go-Fi-

Charged With TaRing Rebates. Revolutionary Activity on In- Asking Questions of
President
Their Defense Was Long
crease and Preparations
of Board of Trade for
and Technical.
Made for Arming.
Future Use.

.

MORE RELATIVES HAVE
BEEN 80 FAR LOCATED
Boonviile, Mo., June 8. Information

City Courts. Goremykin

Expected They Would

Two of Them, Like the Father Miners Thank Labor Unions
Was, Are Railroad Enfor Aid in Defending
Officials.
gineers.

souri, yesterday, and supposed to have
been kidnaped from New York, is a
nephew of Mrs. Karris of Staten Isl
and, according to Information which
Mrs. Farrls gave to the police today.
She did not explain when or how the
Iboy left New York or why he should
have been sent to Boonviile.

Kansas

i

l

a- -'

-

e

e

Has-brouc-

..

fifteen-hundre-

d

Neo.

These two lines which are contemplated under the incorporation of this
company, when completed, will enable the merchants of all of the
cities connected with the Colorado
system, to have direct commercial
telephone talking with Chicago, St.
IxjuIs, Kansas City, Omnna and all
intermediate towns.
MAY RESIGN

POSITION

TO ENGAGE IN MINING
RUMORED
THAT
CAPTAIN DAME, CLERK OF THE
DISTRICT COURT, WILL RESIGN
AND GO TO MEXICO.

PERSISTENTLY

FARMERS

'

GET

DISTILLED

FREE

HOWIE

ALCOHOL

Department of Agriculture Experts Report on
Packing Houses Crompromise Proposed
Will Kill Statehood if Accepted.

Washington, I). C, June 8. The The people of Californ'a had ample
Despite the fact thai Mr. Dame
eiv ilenii s its t nil hf ulness, it is president today signed the denatured assurances, ho said, that orderj for
structural steel would ie given pripersistently rumored that Clerk of alcohol bill.
ority over all other business, and that
the Second Judicial District Court W. AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT
the prices of the commodity suould
at
K. Panic will resign his p sitlon
EXPERTS ON PACKING HOUSES not. j advanced.
some early date for t.ie purpo.-.- e of deWashington, I). C, June 8. In
voting nil his time to his mining into a request from the house NEW PROPOSAL AS TO
win
Mexico,
has
be
in
re
old
terests
VOTING ON JOINT STATEHOOD
committee on agriculture, the piesi-- j
some
mining
rien
lately aoiuiivd
Washington, 1). C., June 8. The
dent today forwardixl to Chairman
proper! ics.
IWentworth of that committee, the re-- I basis of compromise, If not the exact
of lhe.se claims it Is port made to him
In mi; per'
by the committee of form, which is said to bo acceptable
Is
Captain
that
Paulo
pointed mi
jtho department of agriculture regard- to a majority of the seuators for the
a
Lave
ware
to
house
stocked
known
ing conditions in the Chicago meat settlement of differences on the stateIm
t
macity with .consider.'! hie
packing houses. Accompanying the hood question has been submitted by
in
mining
il
chiiii'
!' rations. report was a
from the president Senator Carter. This provides for a
w hirii
declare is to l,e in which he letter
points out that there is vote at the next regular territorial
In
rethe sister
ship"'. to his claims
no conflict in substance between t tie elections of Arizona and New Mexico
nd that he is even now In
pnhlii'.
repott and that of thu to be held next November, for delelooking
after his interests agriculture department experts.
Mexico
gates to a constitutional convention to
arrangements
to
start
land in it :ii
frame a constitution for the proposed
propupon
the
early ai":v opera,t ions
new state und for a vote on tlie quesPURE FOOD BILL IS
erty.
NOT YET DEAD SAYS MANN tion of statehood to be submitted in
u

I

--

Neill-Heynol-

Si

this rumor that already

sir'UiK is

prot pi'd n c iiiiillilaies for the place
arc being Mik'ii of, and at least one
ciiizni ha.--, gone s, far as to announce
Id his frii'iiils thai he will be a candidate tor tin place, in tlie event that
Captain lunn uHn his rtiirn to the
ciiy. decides to resign the position
which he lias long tilled in so capable
a manner ;i.- to win the approbation
nf a concerned.
l

Washington, I). C, Juno 8. In reply
to the Inquiry from Ilinshaw of Nebraska, Mann of Illinois, has made an
emphatic statement to the house that
so far as he knew It was the Intention
of the house to consider and pass a
pure food bill and he had no doubt It
would become a law at this session.
CALIFORNIA DOESN'T WANT
THE ONc YEAR REBATE.
s
Washington. 1). ('., June K
(iaines, of Tiiiiii'isi"', and
Williams if Mississippi, have called
tlie attention of the bouse to the fact
that the ways and means committee
has failed to take action on Die bill
to giant San Francisco a rebate on
miilding material, Williams saying
that ii was due to "stand I atism."
Kahn, of California ma e reply, saying that the relief would not extend
over a longer period than ne year,
and the people of San Krancisco Interested, practically aree that to exdraw-hactend the provision of the
bill for a period lets th - three years
would prove no advantage whatever.
Itepre-sentaUve-

BAD ACCIDENT OCCURS
ON THE ROCK ISLAND ROAD
Topeka, Kali, June 8. A bpeeial
from Norton. Kansas, says that pas-

of the Chicago,
Pacific, was wrecked
thirty miles west of
near .liiinlnu-shere. The engine nnd all the coaches,
save one, were derailed. Kighteen or

senger train
Hock island

N.

it

twenty passengers are reported
The train was
ously injured
bound.

seri-

east

At - o'clock this afternoon it is reported from the Kock Island officials
that fifteen passengers were Injured,
none fatally.

k

'

this form: "Shall Arizona and New
.Mexico be united as one state?'' If a
majority in each territory shall vote
In favor of joint statehood, then the
delegates to the constitutional convention shall bo called together.
If a
majority of either territory shall bB
against
recorded
statehood, then Ihe
convention shall not assemble. It
the expense of holding a
constitutional convention In the event
the decision of either territory shall
be against statehood and avoids the
confusion of the statehood question
with the election for state officers.

LITTLE OF IMPORTANCE
KNOWN TO CORRESPONDENT
Special to Kvening Citizen.
Washington, V. C, June 8. Hoth
sides are marshalling their forces for
the statehood battle. The vote will
be close. The motion of Knox that the
senate Judiciary committee considering the New Mexico Jury bill was not
concluded when the senate met. The
Indian appropriations crowded over by
the Panama canal.

PAGE

THE ivtfMNG
ih

the Luna county Jail awaiting the
action of the court on the matter of
his motion for a now trial, which was
filed Saturday liy his new attorneys.
Owing to the fact that he han to tie
In Socorro nt the opening or tne district court tnere. Judge, Frank W.
Parker continued the Luna county
court until Saturday of this week, on
which day he will 'return to Deniing
and hear the arguments of counsel.
In
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EVERYTHING
THE HEALTH

IS ACQUITTED.

EAST RAILROAD AVE.
Opposite Raynolds' New Bldg.

OOO0OOOO0CK0O
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
$6.00
Gold Crowns
$1.50 Up
Gold Filling
Painless Extracting ....50c
ALL

self-def-

$8

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

WORK

F COPP
ROOM 12, N. T. A KM I JO BUILDING

B. A. SLEYSTER
"INSURANCE,
REAL ESTATE
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
NOTARY

National League.

At New York
R. H. E
Culcagi.
19 22 0
New York
p 4 5
Batteries PfeUher, Ruhlbach and
Moran; Matthewson, McGlnnlty, Fer
guson and Bowerman.
At Brooklyn
R. If. E.
1
7
St. Louis
8
Brooklyn
3 9 4
Batteries Taylor and Grady; Scan-Ioand Bergen.
At Philadelphia
R. H. E.
3 12
Cincinnati
Philadelphia
7
2
Batteries
Welmer and Schlel;
Sparks and Dooln.

American League.
At St. Louis
St. Louis

R. H. E.
4

New York

Powell and

Batteries

Harm and McGulre.
At Cleveland

8
9

Rickey;
R, H. E.

4
7 0
Cleveland
0 3
Boston
Batteries Joss and Clarke; Harris
and Armbruster.
R. H. E
At Detroit
7 10
Detroit
1
8
Washington
Batteries Donohue and Payne; Pat
ten and Kittredge.
1
4

Western League.

At Denver

R. H. E.
1
9 8
11 13 4

MULETEAM

St. Paul
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis

;

First Game

ot (Stessisg

l(LuJk

oil

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; V
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

Best Location
the City.

PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
110 West Gold Avenue.
Notarial

and

work

8ANTA

&

PROFESSIONAL

FIRST NATIONAL

conveyancing.

FE

RY.

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
Officers and Director.
JOSHUA S. RATNOLaDal
M. W. FLOURNOT ,
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
U. F. RAYNOLDS

LAWYERS.
Ira
A.TTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

M. Bond.
32

....,...

lands,

V.

E. W. Dobson.
.
Office Crcm
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

DENTISTS.

YOUR ACCOUNT
S

tSM.OOM
$260,000.00

IS WELCOME

AT THE

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

BsiimSl

M.

:

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer In return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant. We take every precaution
to
guard the interests or our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.

N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Ger
micide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Botn 'phones
CK. W. G. SHADRACH,
6--

High-Frequen- cy

DIRECTORS.
r

.

a

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coat
Office,
313Vs
West Railroad
lines.
avenue.
a.
9
12
m.
to
and 1.30 to 6
Hour:

n'f
MIERA.

n n AV

E. A.

Practice

r--.

a

rr

t

a

txt-t-

r

x

ivr

t

3

a

U

D. H. CARNS.
F. H. STRONG.
J. B. HERNDON.

JAY, A. HUBBS.

OOC030C000 OO CCC3XXCXXZXCC'
$

115,

ESTABLISHED U7I

"OLD RBLIABLE"

t

to- -

L. B.

WHOLESALE

Black

$5.

G

ROC E R

Flotir, Grain and Provisions
s
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stsple Groceries
In the Soutnwest.

CIVIL ENGINEER.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

J. R. Farwell,
N. T. Armljo Building.

NOTARY

t
t

PUTNEY

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Wal'.lng
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque. N. M. Both 'phonei.

Room 23.

t
4

0
0
0

ALBUQUER UI. N. M.

RAILl DAD AVENUE

PUBLIC.

Thos. K. D. M?ddleon,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117
Gold avenue.

DESIRABLE
FEATURES
Are being, added in the way of sanitary equipment, constant improvements doing away with old difficulties. The low tank closet is one
of the march of progress in
modern plumbing, and one that is
appreciated by all who
thoroughly
have had to contend with the noisy,
high tank, not to speak of
porceimproved traps,
lain enamel, etc.
We carry the finest line of Garden
Hose in the city.
SOME VERY

aet

VETERN INARI AN.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.

Office, 424 North Second street
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35
Residence 'phone, Auto., 747.

12,

..r.

faille Natioiml

DR. R. L. HUST,

Of-

.....sr.

0000XDOO000X3X00XDOs

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
avenue.
Office
No. 308 Railroad
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
Ap
462.
p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone
polntments made by mall.
PHYSICIANS.

and white nearse.
ARCHITECTS.

ifiSJ"

DBPOSITOftT.

Depository for Atchison, Topeka A Santa Fe Railway Company

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club Building.

.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red

.President

Ylce President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

............... ......

P street

D. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. U. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

N. W., Washington,

p.

BANK

CARDS

Notice Is hereby given that the fol
AND BUILDER.
CONTRACTOR
e
" lowing named settler lias filed
of his Intention to make final
3
A. L. Morgan.
tiro f In 6iini)ort of his claim, and
The INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
that said proof will be made before TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates are
An Alarming Situation
Albuquerque,
clerk
at
the
probate
Kreouentlv results from neglect of
cheerfully furnished; job work solic
clogged bowels and torpid liver, until New Mexico, on July 5, 1906, viz.:
ited. Automatic 'phone, 721; shop at
Laguna.
Valencia
of
Oiinn,
M.
John
chronic. This
constipation necoinos
911 North
Second street, Albuquerof
M.,
half
county,
the
north
for
N.
que, N. M.
Condition is unknown to those who
26,
quarter
of
section
the
northeast
use Dr. King's New Life PHls. the
BEAUTY CULTURE.
best and gentlest regulators of Stom- township 7 north, range 6 west.
ach and Bowels. Guaranteed by all to He names the following witnesses
prove
residence
M. Helena Leonard.
continuous
Mrs.
his
druggists. Price 25c.
cultivation of said lend,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
"I imi and
o
Late of New York City.
The mayor of Boston thinks some viz.
thing should be done to advertise the
Kenneth 0. C. Gunn. E. B. Mlllett,
The latest scientific appliances and
(city. You'd think that a city with u G xi.e H. Pradt and John S. Pradt, up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and pralp, complexion
ball team like the Boston Americans a!' uf Luguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
wolud lie a little bit modest about ad

Second Game
Indianapolis
Minni apolis

!

DEPOSITS

In

1906.

Minnea)lis

i

19

$1,000
800

NSiOE

m

(Homestead Entry No. 5956.)
Department of the Interior, Land
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., May

SAVINGS

SOLOMON

CORNER

FOR RENT Pleasant front rooms for
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
Wst Railroad avenue.
brick house
FOR RENT Seven-rooat 219 North Fifth street. Apply to
Felipe Ourule, In First National
bank building.
FOR
RENT Two fu7n"islied front
rooms; co:I, electric light, hot end
cold bath, board if desired. 516
East Coal avenue.
FOR SALE.
FORSALE Saddle" pony suitable
for lady 621 South Walter street.
FOR SALE A $22 gas cooking stove,
cheap; used two months. Apply at
124 South Edith street.
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
piano, la flee condition and almost
new, at a bargain.
For particulars, call at this office.
douuie-ba- r
iUU SALE A nm-ciasshotgun; bran new
reled,
never has been used; one of th
best makes. Call at The Citizen ot
fice for particulars.
FOR SALE A Vose & Son parlor
grand piano, in use only four
months, cause of selling, sickness,
Will sell to first fair offer. Inquire
at 702 West Conl avenue.
FOR SALE Nine unimproved lots on
North Third street; will soon be ac
cessible to street car service. Will
sell at a bargain if purchaser Is
found at once.. A., this office.
frame house.
FOR SALE Five-roowith orchard, two acres of ground;
one block from Twelfth street car
line; in coming residence portion
of the Lowlands. Good investment.
909 North Eleventh street.
FOR SALE A seven-roohouse.
newly painted, all modern con
veniences, with six lots, trees and
shrubbery. A snap to any one look
lng for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
Wool Scouring mills.
FOR SALE My general merchandise
business located four miles from
Belen. A rare chance for some one
to step into n nice money-makin- g
business. Will bear full lnvestiga
tion. Good reason for selling. Call on
or address, Chas. Mann, Publltos, N.

louisville

ON

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Two Lo'.c,
Corner cf
Silver and Edith.

Denver
Des Moines
Batteries Morgan, Paige and
Miller nd Towne.
R. H. E.
At Pueblo
8 14 1
Mex.
Pueblo
2 3 1 FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch
Sioux City
Batterits Stimmell and Messllt;
about 700 acres fenced; 30 head of
Corliett and Freese.
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
E.
H.
R.
At Omaha
farming Implements.
Two
1
14
11
Omaha
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
2
16
9
Lincoln
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Batteries Sanders and Gondlng;
government reservation.
Plenty of
Harmon and Rogers.
water. Price. $4,500. Easy terms,
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
American Association.
212 West Gold avenue.
At Toledo-Tol- edo
Two sets oi snelvlng,
8 VUH SALE
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
10
Kansas City
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
At C'lumbtis
Call at K.F. Trotter's. ..
Columbus
Milwaukee
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
At Louisville
;

ALLOWED

Furniture,

Wagons and other Cbattele: also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
at low aa $10.00 and aa high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and tee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
$15 West Railroad Ale.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

street.

B

INTEREST

Money to Loan
Pianos, Organs, Horses

On

d

HIGHLAND PHARMACY

""TTTt

(BATH POWDER

Capita) and Surplus. $100,000

1

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.
WANTED Lady desires use of sad
dle horse for Its care and feed. Inquire 513 South Arno.
WANTED Young man for general
merchandise at ore; must speak Spanish. Address S., this office.
WANTED
Gentlemeirs neconu-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
FOR RENT Houses; modern; from
three to five rooms, one furnished;
also store rooms. W. H. McMilllon,
real estate broker, 211 West Gold
avenue.
MALE HELP WANTED.
f20
VANTED
Branch managers;
ca6h, weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. N, canvass
lng. Enclose stamp for particular?.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfleld,
Minn.
FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping. 616 West Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Throe-roohouse in
the Highlands, $12 per month. Address, Highlands, Citizen office.
FOR RENT Two light airy furnish
ed rooms. No. 215 North Seventh

ACCURATELY.

Freeman

was found guilty of
murder In the second degree !n the
dlstilct court for Luna county at Denting upon change of venue from Grant
county on Saturday of last week.
James A. Wiley, wh.i was on trial with
Freeman, wa aoquittea. The trial
grew out of the murder of Victor
Queen at the mining camp of Cen'ral,
In Grant county, in December. 1!04.
The trial lasted from Monday until
Saturday of last week.
D. M. Turner who was with Queen
at the time of the tragedy, and who
was also shot, was the principal witness for the territory.
He testified;
than Queen and himself had gone to
was
sion
entirely peaceable; that
that night, nut that their misvisiting
ter
differtut places they started to retire early in the morning, and
Mer being unable t find a place to
sleep in the quarters about what was
then the Wiley saloon, started out
of the gate for another rooming house
nd were shot. Former Sheriff Jas.
K. Blair testified that earlier in Hie
night he had telephoned Wiley tint
Turner and Queen were coming ovt r,
evidently bent on mischief, and to
elude his place of business as soon
as possible. Both of the defendants
took the stand In ilieir own behair,
nd told the same story, the substance of which was that they had
lieen warned that Turner and Uts
companion were coming over looking
for trouble; that wnen the snooting
occurred they had at first been fired
upon 'and shit In
t
nse. Freeman is said to have materially In
jured Ills case liy bonit. statements
made under en
The
verdict was somewhat in the nature
of a surprise, as it was the cplulon
among those who were following the
testimony that both defendants would
tio acquitted. At the same time tin
evidence fully sustained the verdict
Freeman was taken into custody by
unmeiiiaiely aiier
nuerin mepnen
lie verdict was received and U now
Al.

Tele--

NEW MEXICO

dl-e- ct,

LET US FILL YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS AND THEN
THEY WILL BE FILLED

IN THE

AL. FREEMAN FOUND GUILTY AT
DEMING, BUT JAMES A. WILEY

the Wwtern Union or Postal

Jw

graph offices for an A. D. T. measenger
The Citizen office, or telelioy, and aend your ad with the cab
or call, and the ad will appear according to your wish.
phone

OF INFANCY.

er
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L

DRUGS
FOODS AND
USED IN THE FIRST WEEKS

l3
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TtrffPUfiAfF'
C
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ALBUQUERQUE
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

Per Word Insertion

tised tnrough them.

OF-TE- N

DEPENDENT
FRESHNESS AND PURITY OF

JPy

a"

AND EVEN

wuun wj wmi xjemxmt

tm

and you can rely upon It, as we have not failed before, that ycur
money Is net thrown away. We have alao rented hundreds of houxi
by our want ad, as well aa sold nearly everything we have adver-

IS

THAT

ON

.

""

One Cent

HAVE

LIFE OF THE INFANT IS

-

SECOND DEGREE

WE

NEEDED.

ROBBED

One of the meanest and pettiest
thefts reported In Prescott for some
rioNi
.............. oo time came to light on Sunday after
ana raar to
W
Mi
noon last at 3:15 when It was dis
faaV ST saatl P month..,
100
Waafclr kr mil mm raw...
covered that the Salvation army bar
been entered by a burglar
fey Carrier, 60c per month racks had daylight,
and $12, the only
in broad
money In the place, carried away by
Tmm Iwim Crman will b aVtaraal hi tl
.
v UllHln rat ar M aaata bt
the burglar, who it appears, entered
Mia BMata. ka aaai ssantlilr.
by the front door, says the Prescott
Miner.
lirirtiilBi liui ltd lion m Ippllcttloo Journal
At the time the crime was commit
Uf jai a
HS aaarfar a fanr br
ted, the good members of the army,
r
af th Mr.
.stair a. aaf
led by Captain Luce and Lieutenant
Xs lattacs aital raanltlawa shoals' W rlili isssi. to Dickson, were holding services
in
Drafta.
Corun.
Ta UtT".jt PuBLvmria
crcWa their usual way, little dreaming that
and aiipr
disposal
all the available cash et their
aajrabla ta
was being appropriated by some of
the lowly souls they are devoting
Colorado r their life work to save.
Automatic
Returning to the barracks
after
holding services on Montezuma street,
from 2 to 3:15 o'clock, Lleiitenant
POWER OF SCHOOL
Dickson noticed that her handkerchief
box,
she had securely hidden
SUPERINTENDENT as shewhere
(thought, all of the cash belonging to Captain Luce and herself,
had been rltled of Us contents. Upon
a hasty examination she found that
According to Ruiing of Judge the $12 which she had snugly placed
there but a short time before wal
gone, and almost fainting
McFie He Can Fill
from the
shock Informed her superior officer of
her discovery. A further and more
Vacancies.
careful search of the place revealed
the fact that the other handkerchief
iboxes in the place had also been
IN THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS searched for
coin, and their contents
left unappropriated on the table.
No clue hns been found to the perJudge John R. McFie has recently petrator of the deed.
signed
law
and
made conclusions of
judgment in the case of school district LAi VEGAS DEMI-MOND- E
county
of Taos vs. Dan
No. 15 of the
iel Cisneros, superintendent of schools
ORDERED TO MOVE
of Taos county. Edwin 13. Seward
and another claimed to be the rightful
memliers of the hoard of school direc CITY MARSHAL DECLARES THEY
tors of said school district by reason
ARE GETTING TOO BOLD AND
of the failure of an election as the re
cLIVERS MARCHING ORDERS
sult of a tie vote. Marlon Hudson and
AT DIVERS RESORTS.
one Elledge claimed to be the rightful
members of said Board of school direcSome time ago. the Las Vegas Optic
tors by virtue of appointment by the
school superintendent, who held that printed a story uhout the informal
vacancies existed on account of no complaints "that have been made to
election. Each set opened a school the police regarding the boldness of
women in the half world of
and employed a teacher. Tlie Seward certain
board issued a warrant to the teacher Las Vegas. Recently more complaints
employed by his board. The county have been made to City Marshal Coles
the result that a general house
school superintendent refused to ap with
prove lit for payment. Then Mr. Se cleaning has been going on during the
ward and his associate, one Berry, in past week.
Four nests of soiled doves have
the name of the school district No. 15 been
cleaned out on Railroad avenue,
filed a petition In the district court
in that city, and the poultry ordered
for Taos county praying a mandamus to
fly or go to Jail. A number of
to compel the school superintendent complaints
have also come from reto approve the said warrant. After spectable people
who reside on 'Main
full hearing the court decided as foland several canaries who chirlows: That the suit was wrongly street,
have been
brought in the name of the school rup on this thoroughfare
to move.
district, it should have been brought urgently'advlsed
New
Inaugurates
Era.
In the name of the school teacher
In ridding the respectable neighborwho, as holder of the warrant, was
Vegas
hoods in Las
from such undethe real party In interest; that the sirable
element, the city marshal gays
proceeding by mandamus was an attempt indirectly to try title to office; he is going to Inaugurate a new era
the redlight life of Las Vegas.
that the appointment by theh school in "Hereafter,
If these women want to
superintendent, of persons to fill va- go
they will have to be
cancies which in his opinion existed veryunmolested
he told the
could be inquired into only by an ac- Optic.quiet and orderly,"
don't propose to arrest
tion In the nature of quo warranto anyone "We
without cause, but the demisince his Judgment that vacancies existed in a mandamus proceeding wns monde In this cWy are getting alto
presumed to be right; finally, it was gether too numerous and bold, and
held that there is no hold-evin besides they insist on living in reneighborhoods, which will
the office of school director, for the spectable
be tolerated at all.
We have
Teason that school directors are elec- not
been receiving a lot of complaints
ted for a definite period and term, lately
about some cf tne seances con- upon the expiration of which there is
in a number of these houses
a vacancy if no one is selected to fill ducted
are under the ban."
the place. This is a very Important that
"I wish the Optic would announce
ruling especially in as much as It dethere will be some arrests among
termines upon the expiration of a that women
frequenters of saloons unschool director's term of office, he can the
not continue to hold the office unless less they change their behavior."
liy
and qualification or by
boy, "I cannot
"Father," cried
appointment by the school superin- tell a lie. I did Itthe with my little
tendent by reason of a vacancy ex- hatchet."
isting. All of the contentions of the
Tears came to the old man's eyes.
school superintendent were sustained.
"Alas," he murmured, "I had hoped
A. B. Henehan of Santa Fe repre- you would some clay be president of
sented the school superintendent, and the United Slates. And now now I
E. A. Fi8ke, also of Santa Fe. the see I must forgot that long cherished
school board.
hope."

MURDER

MOTHER

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If ao, we can stent c it for yoa by a mH
wantad.tnThs Evening Citizen. It only costs

BO
:ZjZzi:

BABY

FOR

THEIR ROOM AT PRESCOTT, ARI
WHILE
BURGLARIZED
ZONA,
THEY WERE ABSENT.

tttm ftfteraaw
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SALVATION ARMY
OfltavtaJ

EVENING CITIZEN.

AL13UQUEKQUK

Two

no-lic-

I

Standard Heating & Plumbing
Auto phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

i

MAKES

Soft White

Register. and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Mas
l'l. Bayard, N. M., June 4. Sealed, sage; Kiectnc hixJ.Iiiuito Hair Dryproposals in triplicate for installing er; Radio Hell, one of the latest sciensand and vacuum chamber and exten- tific discoveries in the treatment of
sion of water system here, will be
the skin by colored Unfit rays and
until 11 a. m.. Juaie 18, 19o6, heat.
mil then opened.
Information
SUITE 33 and 3fi, HARNETT BLDG.
U. S. reserves
on application.
Auto 'phone 726.
i lie right to accept or rejtct any or all
Following
the Flag.
Enany
part thereof.
proposals or
When our soldiers went to Cuba
velopes coiitainiiig proposals
should
be endorsed "Proposals for installing and the Hiilippines, health was the
most imMrtaut consideration. Willis
ni'l and vacuum chamber and extenSersion of water system" and addressed T. .Morgan, retired Commissary
geant 1'. S. A., of Rural Route No. 1,
'o ("apt. S. P. Vestal, Quartermaster,
C ncord, N. ii. says:
"I was two
o
If you knew the value of Chamber- - years in Cuba and two years in the
' ini s Salve, you would never wish to Philippines,
and being subject to
Uthe colds, I took Dr. King's New DiscovuiMmnt it. More ar som
for which it is especially val ery for Consumption, which kept me
I'laliK ; sort
chapped uands. in perfect healtn. And now iu New
'
on
If your s.omac,. trouble
fro6t mU. cfcliblaius. chronic Hampshire, we find it the best medl-cin"c u,,el,l!,lthrr!. :
in the world for coughs, colds,
piles, salt rheum
eyes, itchin
a.
'
a,
in.. .
c per box.
For bronchial troubles and all lung diseczema. Price
"7"
I U It'll
IJV
tl 111 Ut7l 11111 B .T31UI..'. II MUM
eases. Guaranteed at all druggists.
l.iv..,
r.,.i r free saniole at !' 'l!l' '' a" druBSMs.
Price 50c and 1. Trial bottle free.
any dniK store and give them a trial.
o
The nier,ic baskets for sale at the
They also cure c nstipation and
If you want results In advertising
Mcintosh Hardware company'e store
J
lousness.
are indispensable for outing parties. try an Evening Cillzeu want ad.

vertislng Itself.
Fort Bayard. N. M.. May 31. HHirt.
scaiea proposals in triplicate n" impairs to Public Buildings here, will
be received until 11 a. m., June 13,
Information
limti, and then opened.
L
S. refurnished on application.
serves the rigui to accept or reject
any ,r all proposals or any part
prothereof. Envelopes containing
"Proposals should be endorsed:
posals for Repairs to Public Buildings," and addressed to Curt. S. P.
Vestal, CJmr.
o
"Oi suppose that Dugan tiled aisy.
"Sure, 'twas th' aisiest thing In th"
worruld. There was 3" pounds itwv
ilynmiitf in th' box wtun nt tiroi'l" '!

of
wh'te Toilet 8oap. A battl
and toilet luxury. Delicate y perfumed with
odor of fresh Viuleta, Its une in the bath or
bowl i roriucea a tumy liquid of cxquittle tra
grar.ee, treating the akin mrdicinally while im
parting a dc:uhlluily cool and cicai.ly ettect.
A delicioui
Be rax an4 puro

Especially adapted for Baby's Bath,
being absolutely pure
All dealers. tS cents. Prea sample for top
" boras
of one-io- i
nd cttrton "
and dealer's nam. Bend for illustrated booklet "horaic in tht Hurt" Addre-- s PAlf 1C
111.
COAST bOKAX CO., Chicago,
:

- Team Borax

Cleans without injury th mo t deliciU fab
aa well aa kitchen utenEili, wood work,
itvcr, china, gUuwiire, linen (table, hed and
personal), blanketa, woolens, eiltcw, mid all
kouiehoM articlea. It ia of the hi wheat value
in tht toitet, bath and nuritery, a.11 J is a. harm
All dca'err.
Wh dit.Uect..Qt

fie,

d

C.

BALDIvIDGE

TIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

PAINT BUILDING PAPER
Always In
Covers more looks. best, wears 6t)ck
j,,
Cement,
Ume,
'
longest, most ecouomlacl, full
Paint, Class, Sash Doors, Etc.
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
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CHEMICAL CLUB

UMEWERSETY HEIGHT

TO REMEMBER
THE PERKINS
Discovery Fifty Years Ago
of Chemical Uses for

The Coming
Aristocratic Residence
Section of Albuquerque
Pure air; good water

Coal Tar.
I

ARKANSAS

TRAVELERS MEET

Bronze Tablet is Unveiled to
the Memory of a Revolutionary Hero.

1

I

New York, June 8. The committee
formed by the Chemists' Club of this
city to frame plans to commemorate
anniversary
of
the
discovery by Dr. William Henry Perkins, of the chemical use of coal tar,
has decided in favor of the establishment of a library of works on chemistry, probably to be known as the
Perkins Library, and to cost $30,000,
the appropriation of $3,ooo for a Perkins medal and a token to Dr. Perking and a dinner on October t, at
which t he distinguished chemist Is
expected to be present.
It is planned that the Chemists' Club
be made a national Institution, with
members, who will have
the use of the books in the new library for $5.00 a year. There are to
be two sets of books, one for local
reference and the other for circulation throughout the country. Ten
thousand dollars has already been
promised toward the establishment of
the library.
The Perkins medal Is to be awarded
annually to an American chemist for
distinguished work In technical chemistry. The dinner was fixed tentatively for October 6, but, if necessary,
the date at the banquet will be
changed to suit the convenience of
A
Dr. Perkin, who Is In England.
feature of the dinner will be a symposium on developments of the coal
tar industry.
Dr. Perkins' discovery, fifty years
ago, when he produced his first color,
mauve, from coal tar, has become an
not
important factor In. chemistry,
only because of the aniline colors produced but also on account of the value
of the discovery In synthetic chemistry. The anniversary will be celebrated in Germany, where the suc
cessful experiments were first made
half a century ago, and also in France
Italy and England. The committee
appointed to arrange for the celebration in this country Includes Joseph
H. Choate, General Horace Porter,
Nicholas Murray Butler, Woodrow
Wilson, Andrew Carnegie,
James
Speyer, Herman A. Metz, Morris K.
Jessup and Arthur Van Briesen.
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University of New Mexico in Background.

Only

5 down; 05 a month.

ai

I

University Heights Improvem

t
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TO ASTM ASTER AND
MAKE MUCH FUN
TOAST-ROASTE-

Little Rock, Ark., June
three day convention of the

t

8.

The

Arkan-sa-

w

Travelers opened yesterday and
it is safe to say that there will be
more life and fun In this city during
those three days than it has seen for
many a day. The headquarters at the
Capital Hotel, where the delegates are
to register and receive their badges,
iwas opened early that morning. At
8 o'clock the reception
committees
and bands met In front of the hotel
ii ml arranged to go to the various stations to receive the arriving delegates
and escort them to headquarters.
Every train brought several hundred
delegates, many of whom were accompanied by their ladies, and by
noon the vicinity of the Capital Hotel
was crowded with visitors.
One of
the bands gave an open air concert
in front of the hotel.
The first session of the convention
was opened at 3 o'clock that afternoon. The mayor of the city and the
president of the board of trade
welcomed the delegates. At lt o'clock
a 'banquet was given at Old Concordia hall. The toastmaster at the
banquet was the Hon. Harry H.
Myers, selected by the board of trade
and the "Toastroaster" was Congressman Joe E. Robinson of Ixmoke,
who has been named by tJie Travelers.
No intoxicating liquors were served
at the banquet, in accordance with a
custom of the Travelers.
This morning u business session will be held at the Majestic
Theater, at which officers will be
elected. In the early afternoon the
Travelers will give a dress parade, in
full uniform. There will also be a
parade of automobiles. I'nited States
soldiers and militia, as well as policemen and firemen, will take part
in the parade. Col. A. t. Fowler will
The parade
be the grand marshal.
will disband at the corner of Fifteenth and Main streets, where the
Travelers will take street cars for
West End Park, to witness the game
of base ball but ween the Little Kock
and Nashville teams of the Southern
League. In the evening a ball will be
given at Old Concordia hall.
On Saturday there will be a fancy
dress parade and a grand special performance at Forest Park at night.
DAUGHTERS OF REVOLUTION
HONOR HFRO'S MEMORY
Annapolis, Md.. June 8. In the
presence of several hundred representatives of the various state associations of the Sons and Daughters of
the Revolution, members of the national board of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, members of the
Tilghman family, and of Col. Winter
and his .Minute Men of Washington,
ithe .bronze tablet to Lieutenant Tench
Tilghman, which has been placed in
the old Senate Chamber to commemorate the ride from Yorktown to Philadelphia which Lieutenant Tilghman,
p
of Genera!
then an
Washington, undertook, to inform the
Continental Congress of the surrender
yesunveiled
of Cornwallis, was
terday. Little Tench Tilgtiman. the
seventh, who is .'I yearn old, drew
the curiain which revealed the tab-- It
t
Mrs. Hester Horsey Richardson,
the historian of Baltimore Chapter,
daughters of the American Revolution, gae a historical sketch of
Col. Tilghman and his fatuous ride.
Mrs. A. Leo Scott, the regent of the
chapter,
the tablet to
presented
Coventor Wtarfield, who responded
Mrs. Knott
on behalf of the state.
also presented to Governor War-fie- li
an engrossed copy of a resolution adopted by the Baltimore Chapter

Mo

NEW COMPANY OFFERS 'PHONES
CALL
OLD COMPANY'S
OUT FACT OF STREETS
ROBBED BY THE WHOLESALE.
AN ARGUMENT.

8.

Automatic Phone, 252.

the automatic register of calls at the
"central" office often does a gas meter
stunt.
Offers Low Rate.
ALBUQUERQUE,
The independent concern has of
fered a 'phone service for 2 cents a
call within Manhattan and f cents for
other boroughs, or $12 a year rental at
for a telephone.
For twenty-fiv- e
years It offers to pay the city $3,000,- 0(H) per annum for the privilege of
using city streets. The trust pays
nothing.
Municipal ownership advocafes ar
gue that this offer, while liberal, is
still In excess of what the city might
operate a municipal telephone system,
giving a better service and making a
big city profit.

Special Correspondence:

June

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

AT $12 A YEAR AND 2 CENTS A
FITS $10,000,000 A YEAR FIGHT
GIVEN
AWAY
AND
PEOPLE
MUNICIPAL
OWNERSHIP
SEES

PRO-BRING- S

York,

Street

IS AN EYE OPENER

YORK

New

Interest

Co., 119 South Second

PHONE TRUST WAR IN NEW

nt

1

Beautiful
Lots
$25 to $150 each
We give immediate possession
Save your rent money

A bitter tele-

phone war Is on In, the metropolis.
The question Is: Shall there be two
telephone systems or one?
Opposition to a double 'phone system is based upon alleged complaints
from cities where it Is in operation."
Municipal ownership advocates make a'
third angle to the situation by pro- claiming that the city ought to oper-- ,
ate its own telephone system.
The Atlantic Telephone company,
an independent concern, headed by
John Shaw, Is pitted against the New
York Telephone company, a section of
the great Bell trust in the east.
Trust's Big Rakeoff.
Locally the Bell trust has a quarStreets Given Away.
ter of a million subscribers yielding
The wire subways of the city were
on February 22, thanking the governor ed then that I was suspected of being $30,000,000 to $40,000,000 per annum. owned by the Km pi re Ciy Subway
for his patriotic efforts in securing one of the men who had fired on the It Is claimed that on this the profit company, limited, and trust officials
the restoration of the old Senate mob. The gang commenced going
through me, looking for a gun, but
Chamber.
bv good luck I had none.
RAILWAY STOCKHOLDERS
"Then as they seemed to want some
HOLD BUSINESS MEETING. sport out of killing me they ordered
Des Moines, la., Juno 8. A speial me to run. I thought it was Just as
meeting of the stockholders of the good to le shot in front as from be
Des Moines & Fort Podge Railroad hind, so long as I had to be shot at nil,
company was held yesterday, for the and refused to budge.
purpose of amending the existing
"One of the men Jumped out with
amende. ai tides of incorporation of a
gun and shot at me, but
the company, and to authorize the his aim was so bad that I was only
issue of second mortgage bonds not hit In the cheek. I closed my eyes and
exceeding $1.ihid,0oo and bearing Inter- waited for the end to come, when a
est at 5 per cent per annum.
BtrangiLthing happened.
"I heard the crowd cease yelling
WESTMINSTER HANDICAP
RACE THIS AFTERNOON. and felt the arms of someone go about
On opening my eyes I found that
Brooklyn, N. Y June 8. To make me.
I was in the hands of one of the Methe opening day of the second session xican
bosses at the Capote, to whom I
of the Brooklyn Jockey Club's spring
I
bad been kind.
had lent him
meet at Gravesend more interesting money
and attractive to sportsmen,
the my debt.several times and he was in
Westminster handicap has been ad"He harangued the crowd, telling
ded to the list of races for this after- them
that 1 was a good 'Gringo,' and
noon. The race is worth $10,000 to the
I was his brother in spirit.
He
winner, and it is expected that there that
will be a lively contest, as a large then told them that if they shot me
field has been entered for the event. he would have to be killed too. All
time keeping his body between
Some of the best eastern and western this
and them.
horses have been entered for the race. me"After
a little talk between the
It is to be over the regular handicap
leaders. I was told to go on, and was
distance of one mile and
given an escort until I got well past
the mot). I can hardly believe yet that
NORWAY CELEBRATES
I am safe."
"DISSOLUTION" DAY.
lockey will remain in Bis!ee until
Christiana, Nor., June 8. Yesterday he has fully recovered. He is a son
was the anniversary of the dissolution of the man reported killed in front
of the union between Sweden and of the Mesa Hotel Saturday night.
Norway, which was proclaimed by the
strothlng as a result of the refusal iARMY OFFICER DETAILED
of King Oscar to sanction a bill
AT MILITARY INSTITUTE
passed by the strothlng creating a
Monday, Col. Wlllson, superinten-- j
separate consular service for Nor- dent of tho New Mexico Military Inway. The anniversary was celebrated stitute, Roswell, received notice from
FATHER. KNICKERBOCKER HEARS ANOTHER VOICE.
throughout Norway with great en- the war department of an order deAll public buildings dis- railing Captain
thusiasm.
Wlirren S. Barlow,
played the Norwegian flag and there I'nited States army, retired, as mili Is more than 25 per cent, or about were forced to admit thnt they owned
were parades, mass meetings, special tary instructor at the institute.
$10,000,000 per year.
The dividend controlling interest In that company.
entertainments
and countless banThis means that Colonel Schuyler, rate does not show it, as the company
It developed that politicians had
quets.
who
Inspected the Cadet battalllon recently watered its stock heavily. for years been giving to the subway
May 25th, made a favorable report to Its profits have grown over 400 per concern wire rights.
The entrance
the chief of staff, United States army, cent In 15 years.
TELLS HOW HE ESCAPED
Independent
into the streets of
The trust's rates have been ns ex- subways would be fought in the
and that the school has been recogDEATH AT CANANEA nized by the war department as orbitant as its methods have been courts.
worthy of national support. The milAccording to literature Issue
It now talks of reducing
by
itary Instituto will now bo able to 6e- - rates.
Bell trust, subscribers
in
the
cities
A
SAVED cure arms, ammunition and ordnance
PLAYER
CORNET
Several years ago the trust abol- witli two telephones pronounce them
BY A MEXICAN stores
FROM DEATH
from the I'nited States arsen-jaJ- a. ished "unlimited" message contracts. an annoyance and that while an IndeFRIEND.
It forced subscribers to pay for every pendent concern may force rates
j
Captain Barlow is a young man who
or shorter messages sent. down, finally two systems must be
George lackey, well known here as graduated from West I'oint, 1897. The This Is accomplished
by means of an used, each giving poor service, for a
a cornetist, was one of the sufferers fact that he has been promoted to
till calls In cencombined cost ecpial or exc eeding that
at Cnnanea, being shot through the the rank of captain within such a automatic register of
offices. Subscribers have to con- of one high-claservice.
cheek by a Mexican, says the Bisbee short time after entering tho army tral
for a definite number of mesThe independent concern says that
Miner. The story of how bis life was speaks in the highest terms of his tract
sages per year tit 1" cent seach, ex- .with proper supjMirt it will put the
saved is romantic, being due entirely ability. General Frank P. Baldwin, tra calls being rated tit 5 cents.
The trust out of business anil save millto the friendship of a man he had commander of
the southwestern divi- rate Is only slightly lower to large ions for subscribers.
aide,) in trouble.
as
Captain
sion,
Barlow
subscribers.
The trust has powerful political
"I was working in the planing room being recommended
a splendid man for the position,
At the thousands of pay stations 10 hacking, and it is doubtful if it will
of the lumber yards when word came
it.s success
in cents Is charged for each Manhattan be beaten.
owes
The
Institute
that the Mexicans were coming to get this matter largely to Governor Hag-- i
call. 15 cents each for Brooklyn calls,
The Atlantic company has 75.OO0
our men out with them," said he. "and erman, who has been
untiring in his and 2o cents for calls across the Har- contracts signed, provisional upon Its
we all prepared to allow them to go
recognition
secure
for the lem river. It is alb-- '' I, besides, that gaining entrance.
ett'ors to
peaceably.
school.
"We heard the roar of the mob outside ih" gales and then a few shuts,
x
FIND THE CHICKER1NU MORE
x x x-- x-x
x x x -- x throat and stomach having been literand then someone yelled for us to run
ally cooked.
for our lives.
Wherever you go, you will find the
A letter was found in the suicide's
"Running through the yards I came piano store that represents Chlcker-ing
TERRITORIAL TOPICS
rooms addressed to his mother and
to a fense about the same time thar
& Sons to be the best place to
i
another to a young ladv at his old
one of the Mexicans did. He was be- look for pianos of less expensive x- -x
x
These were forX home in Kansas.
ing pursue, I and shot at by several grade.
Another was left
warded unopened.
Mexicans,
who, seeing me, stopped
name Chlckerlng is in itself
The
addressed "To Whom It May Conbothering with him and commenced almost a guarantee of that store's TOOK CARBOLIC ACID
it simply said that no one
on me.
climbed over the fence and methods. You may safely depend upon
AND DIED AT ARTESIA. cern." and
would ever know the cause of his
started down the street toward the Its advice as to the other maRes It
who
Clarence Jones,
has been a rash deed. Jones hail led a strenuous
depot, but hail gone but a little way handles, in New Mexico the Chick-erin- c
for the past six life for the ptist few weeks and had
resident of Arte.-i.- i
when I met the main body of the mob,
is represented solely bv
or elulu month.-- . Im whose home is repeatedly threatened to kill himself.
who were there to hold off fugitives.
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
"In a moment I was grabbed by
in Kansas, swallowed a large dose of A doctor was called to bring him back
to life mine days ago, when he preseveral of them and guns ami candleBrave Man.
caiboilc
acid at his room at the limit tended to have taken poison, when in
sticks flashed all around me. I learn- Isaac N. Jones, a properotts barber Hotel,
and death resulted In about far' lie had taken nothing but water
of Lore City, arrived in town TuesMEN AND WOMEN. day for a weeks
Artisia Advocate. out of a bottle labeled carlKilic acid.
visit
bis two hours, says
with
I .
ltg 4; fur onnttnral mother-in-laHe has been cinI 'ed at various
Jones' remains were shipped to bin
('.
on
Mrs.
Brand,
tiki
1
Factory street
New
Philadelphia times at stables an hotels in the city, Mother in Kansas.
or
u ir'.itliuua
millW
of n,i c una Miinbrba.
but was out of employment at the
(O) Democrat.
FwrniilMuiwi
I'ftKiila. Alld mil aalrin.
time of his death. As soon as he bail KILLING BEARS IN
tV
. ?it or
Fo- - Breakfast?
RED RIVER COUNTRY.
hold bj llratfiil
swallowed the acid Jones called for
I.
V. Falls was a caller at
' u, ,u pim wrmpper,
the assistance anil I r. Stoker was called.
Quite a little excitement was cretF iprwt, prepaid, for
Waffle home one day last week. St. Every known remedy and restorative ated at Aiieh r. last Tuesday morn00. ,r I tmUli-tin.
James (Minn.l Journal.
was tried, but to no avail, the man's ing, says the Ked Hiver Prospector.

NEW MEXICO.

ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery. Stoves and RantxM.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.
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Don't Dispute with a Woman.
Especially, Jf she tells you t order a
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you should forget the order), that you could not
find it, for every flrst-claayrocw
handles EMPRESS. Vou will ajwajnt
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and moat Important of all.
good cheer to greet you when yoti
come home for your dinner. Try tt.
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress of
all others.

j
i

one-quart-

high-hande- d.

1

117 Gold Avenue

a

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N.
C. H. Itrighatu had

started after his
horse when he met a Mexican sheep
herder, who wanted him to get his
gun and kill a drove of bears that
were killing tho sheep. Mr. llrlgham
got his gun and went with the man
to the battle Hold near midnight,
where they found four bears at their
deadly work. Mr. Itrlgham did not do
ery iniicli preliminary skirmishing,
but gave battle nt once, and when the
sound of his rifle had died in the distance and the enemy was routed, he
counted the fallen foe' and found that
three had met death by his unerring
rifle, the mother and two yearling
cubs were tho victims. In the past
week or two the bears had killed
about twenty sheep for the herder.
FOREST RESERVE
TIMBER SALE.
O. L. Scott has purchased 1,500,000
feet of lumber on the (iila forest re
serve, the same to bo cut in 'he im- medhuto vicinity of Trout and Meadow

A farmer living

M.

with-

in three miles of the city
trough t a hog; ticket to the bank
to have it cashed. Instead of taking the money he decided to open

a checking account with us, and
pay his bills ly check. The bank
Issued him a pass book, with
checkB.

There were several small accounts about town that tho fartmr
owed.
He paid these by wTlting
out a check to each party he owed.
These chocks came to the bank
and were cashed and charged to
the farmer's account. The first of
the month, the farmer brought his
bank book in to be balanced. His
checks were returned to him. Ha
discovered that each check answered the purpose of a receipt;
furthermore, he found that he ad
a complete record of every transaction.

creeks, north of I'lnos Altos, says the
Silver City Enterprise.
Assistant
Eorst Supervisor O. A. Ware began
Tuesday to estimate and block out
1,500,000 feot of timber for another
purchaser. Most or the timber In the THE BANK
latter purchase will be used for min- ALBUQUERQUE,
ing purH)ses.
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H AGER MAN

DRAGOONS

ELECT OFFICERS
The II. J. Ilagerman Iiragoons held
a meeting at Carlsbad on last Saturday evening at which a leuer from
Governor ilagerman was read, acknowledging the honor conferred upon him by naming the troop after him.
The following officers were e lected at
the meeting: Captain, Etleniie de
Hujac,
commander; William
Kerr, first lieutenant; W. V. Pannelly,
second lieutenant; It K. Mullaue, first
sergeant, and A. E. Siegner, cpiarter-mastsergeant. Sixty men have enlisted.
re

er

MERCHANT

TAILOKING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR.

My merchant tailoring shop Is up--'
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, whero I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed
us I have liad fifteen years' experience in the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
Injure tho cloth. Ijadies' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
first-clas-

O. BAMBINI,

o

number

the original
Klorodora sextet has married a mill- -'
ionalre. Those girls have married so
many millionaires that it seems a
mistake to refer to them as members
of the "original" Klorodora swxtet.
Another

of

Secondhand Typewriter Bargains
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Remington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
tabulator; 1 No. S Dentmore, (almost new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
1
Fox,
(almost new); 2
1
Oensmore, No. 4, (almost new.
The above machines must be
sold at once, to make room for my
new stock of Underwood typewriters. We guarantee these machines to be Just as represented,
and they can be bought at real
bargains.
Call-graph-

G. S.
401

KILLthe
no

RAMSAY,

West Railroad Avenue.

couch

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
WITH

ONSUMPTION

FORCOUCHIantf
OLDS

Prle

BOeHl.OO
Free Trial.

bureat and UuicJteat Cur for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
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First Impressions of
An Indian Pueblo

STATES FOR ATTRACTIONS

TWENTY-FIV-

mile drive,
The trip from Gallup to Zunl Is a forty-fiv- e
and the roads pre rough and mountainous. The scenery
nloiig the way is wild and beautiful nnd quite varied.
There Is considerable timber along tho hills plnon, Juniper nnd cedar
and In ninny places tall, stately pines-A- t
one point the road le.ids through a narrow canyon
worn by the waters, In some age long ago, through hard
white limestone, leaving smooth, rounded, glistening
walls.
As one enters the valleys of the Zunl river a faint
outline of the village becomes visible, across the sandy
plain, several miles distant. Tho scenery here Is
The rocks in the distant mesas, which loom up
grandly here and there, are rich In a variety of coloring,
and the magnificent distances in every direction fill one
with a sense of awe. Sand storms nre very frequent in
this valley, and (no of them was raging as we approached
the village.
Zunl is a qua'nt old Indian pueblo, with a population
of about twelve hundred, it Is built on u hill In the spacious valley of the Zunl river, which stream winds
through (the village and furnishes the water supply. The
place reminds one of the pictures of ancient Jerusalem.
The houses are all adobe, built closely together or one
above another. The streets are very narrow and crooked
and are full of ugly little curs that bark at every passerby. Pigs and burros also run riot through the village,
and tho latter a'V often aw sticking their noses in at
the doors with a hungry look. In spite of this the village
presents quite a neat appearance and is decidedly picturesque and interesting. In the center of the town Is an
open space or p!;:za where the dances nre held. Within
this plaza are tl.e ruins of a church centuries old. The
yard surrounding this church Is walked In and Is used
for a burial ground. H Is a very small cemetery, nnd
every few years the available space for Interment Is all
used, when they begin and go over the same route ngain,
throwing out the bones of the former occupants of the
graves as they go. It Is a bleak and desolate corner of

bticjvierQvae Inloofc

of
P. K. McC'annii, manager-directo- r
twenty-sixtassociafair
annual
the
Citizen's
The
of
In
full
quotation
As preface to Its
tion, Is preparing to leave Albuquerreonnt editorial or. "Albuquerque Inlook," In which this
que
Sunday for a twenty or twenty-fivpaper found one of the most powerful factors of Albudays' trip through the states In
querque's prosperity unj success to lie In the marked
search of attractions for the fall festival.
Aarmbny existing anionic Its people, the Ijis Vepas Daliy
He will visit Kansas, looking over
Optic intimated the suspicion that the article, which It
atthe Parker Carnival company's
was kind enough to commend nightly, was probably
Omaha,
also
tractions,
and
where
he
of,
lx
tutted
harmony
the
caused ly apprehension that
will Interview the Patterson-Brainerhad been or was about to be more or less seriously InCarnival company management. An
jured.
air ship Inventor will bo seen in Deneighbor
Its
assure
to
occasion
this
takes
The Citizen
catur, III-- and horsemen through the
states visited will be called u;n by
vt the Meadow City that such suspicion is altogether inMannger feCantia In the Interests of
The Cilen has had no lntimmtion of Inharcorrect.
the association.
monious action or feeling among tho people of this city,
This is but a Rinall portion of the
tho paper does no, believe that such condition exists In
work Mr. McCanna has cut out for
the city, nor Is there any probability of Its arising. This
himself on this trip. In the time that
paper from time tc time has prepared and will continue
he Is absent from the city he will InAlbuquerque"
on
bearing
of
articles
so,
number
a
to do
perterview numerous sensational
articles
of
these
course
resources and advantages. In the
formers, with a view to securing some
reof them for the fair, and In addition,
the one cm harmony naturally presented Itself, and
will look after a thousand and one
ceived such treatment as time and circumstances perother things that the association has
mitted.
dicrecd snail be locked into.
But there are negative advantages as well as positive, and some of the negative are almost or quite equal
MUSICAL NOTES
to the positive. If harmony of thought and effort is the
leading possession of Albuquerque, the absence of knock-er- a
&
GATHERED FROM LEARNARD
conies very close upon the heels of the other.
The knocker is obiquitous. He is confined by neither
SQUARE
LINDEM ANN,
"THE
race nor color nor climate nor longitude nor latitude nor
MUSIC DEALERS."
altitude. i.lbe the poor, we have him always with us. Of
genus
course, it is probable that some members of this
There Is not a musical organization
toomo find their home and habitation in Albuquerque, but
In the city in which more of our peo
ple are directly or Indirectly Inter
thlB winter can say that In a somewhat varied and wide
ested than Learnard & Lindemann's
extended experience, he has never seen any other place
Boys' Band. learnard & IJndeniann
mhere the knockers formed so 6ninll a percentage of the
are Interested In it, and are determinnum total of the population; and fortunately the mem-tor- s
ed that It shall be a success It Is,
of the Inevitable few, seldom leave home or come
now. The loys are Interested In it;
into contact with others.
the boy's parents nre interested In it,
So devoted' to his town la the average Albuquerqtiean,
and, It Is safe to say, the neighbors
greatness,
present
Us
of
persuaded
Is
he
no thoroughly
of the 'toys are anxious that the boys
learn how to play and learn quick. Toits future certainty, its uneqiialed advantages, peerless
day was rehearsal day, and twenty or
climate and matchless citizenship, that it has become
twenty-fiv- e
husky boys and the best
proverbial through all New Mexico that nothing but grim
boys In town, were present. Just wait!
death himself could induce an Albuquerquean to leave
&
the day will come when
the Duke City for a ranch, an office or a store even in Zuni.
The houses of the Zuni Indians are not altogether Lindemann's Boys' Band will entertain
heaven Itself. So mote it be, and so may It remain.
you JiiBt like big bands do.
Ench has a large, substantial fireplace in
unattractive.
one corner, and most of them have windows with glass
H. Jay Stone, who today is known as
ILiglht
panes and are v arm and comfortable looking. Many a piano tuner throughout the entire
The Union Pacific railroad is said to own the Union homes which I visited could boast of a table and chairs, territory of New Mexico, Is now on a
Pacific Coal company, and the Denver & Rio Grande rail- sometimes a bed, and even in one or two a hanging lamp. southern trip, and reports a sale of a
way Is Bald to own the Utah Fuel company, and on the Most of them used American dishes, plenty of good new style Victor piano. Mr. Stone
strength of these allegations, It Is said, the Interstate blankets, and otl.ei articles of comfort, and if not chairs, also reports that his new orders for
piano tuning will delay his return to
Commerce commission will extend Hs Investigation to at least stools.
this city until the first of next week.
the relations between the railroads and the coal mining
The Zuni art; picturesque In their dress. They wear Who tunes your plnno?
companies of the country to this state.
liright blankets tightly wrapped around them In cold
Mr. Reynolds, a gentleman
from
The investigation already has Included several states weather, and th. men wear a bandanna or cloth tied
of the east, notably Pennsylvania, where it has developed around their heads like a crown. The women go bare- Michigan, who contemplates locating
has been introduced this
that the Pennsylvania railroad and Its officials have footed most of the time, but wear heavy black woolen in this city,
shaped the affairs of the coal mining corporations In Iegglns. Their d.esses are short, and they have their hair afternoon by Mr. Learnard. Mr. ReyIs a musician and it Is hoped he
many Instances to suit themselves, and decidedly at vari- cropped about even with their chins. The Zunl are short nolds
may decide to locate here.
investigation
ance with the interests of the public. The
people, but are otite good looking. They make a good
O
Learnard and Lindemann's store Is
was Instituted at the command of congress, and is being quality of pottery which Is very artistic.
talkmade one of the most thorough Inquiries of its kind In the
A day school Is maintained at the village with two known as the
history of the country. As a result of the revelations In teachers, a matrcn, and a cook. The school at this sea- ing machine emporium. Complete line
Pennsylvania, President Cassatt, of the Pennsylvania son of the year is small, as, most of the families of the of Victor and Ellson phonograph rec
system, who recently went abroad for a two months' visit, village have gone to their farming places at the outlying ords always in stock.
O
hurriedly returns to New York to stem the tide of public villages OJo Cal'.ente, Nutra or Pescado where they
A big new stock of Victor talking
he
company,
best
as
sentiment against himself and his
raise wheat, corn and nearly all of their winter supplies. machine records Just received. All up
may be able to.
The village looks quite deserted now, and the majority of to dote and good.
In Colorado, conditions have grown up withou at- the houses are boarded or closed up .for the summer. In
Learnard & Llndeniann have sold to
tracting any considerable attention from other seUlons, the fall they all come back for the Shaliko dance, and in Mrs. Rosa Futrelle-Gldeo- n
a Steinway
and the government's investigation will come considera- t he winter the village Is full to overflowing.
Grand piano. This beautiful piano will
bly la the nature of a surprise. It will not be possible for
The Zuni reservation Is thirty-thre- e
miles long and be selected by a musician of New York
the interested parties to make any material change in twelve miles wide and contains 10,000 acres In all. M City who has a national reputation in
conditions between the present and the arrival of the lies In the rich valley of the Zunl river and when it Is tho pluno trnde.
4- national board, and actual conditions, doubtless, will be supplied with water from the big reservoir which Is beLOCAL PARAGRAPHS
brought to light.
ing built it will blossom as the rose.
The sweep of the federal searchlight is very broad,
An immense dam is being constructed across a narand its workings are well oiled. However, the Colorado row pllces in the Zunl valley, at Blackrock, four miles from
Conductor Qulnn, one or the best
known men on the Santa Ke, was
railroad and coal corporations may feel on the subject, Zunl, under the supervision of John B. Harper, superinto the bedside of his sick wife
the citizens will be glad to have the investigation made.
tendent of Irrigation. It will probably cost nearly $120,-iH- called
who has been residing in Colorado
Colorado Springs Telegraph.
when It Is finished. It is hoped to complete this dam Springs
for the past few weeks in orwithin a year, and one season's floods will doubtless fill der to 'benefit
.
V.
her health.
the reservoir, which will cover one square mile and will Qulnn is well and favorably known in
abundant water for the whole valley.
tnis county and it Is hoped taat the
The only particular In which Mr. Roosevelt seems to furnish
Superintendent Graham haB lived among these people couple will return in the sleeper as
us to merit criticism in the matter of his investigation
years and speaks their language flu- well as In health.
nearly twenty-fiv- e
and expose of tho packing house conditions and methods, ently.
post for many years and has
kept
trading
He
a
Iist night. Rev. C. Swlhart and Rev.
names
Is that neither he nor his investigation, gave the
(been agent
the past four years. The other agency Weiser of Denver arrived in the city,
of the guilty pacHera or the owners of the packing houses employees for
are a clerk, physician, field matron, farmer and they will assist the local minister
In tfhicu the horrible conditions existed.
the special service to be held toengineer
an
foi the plant at the new school at Black-joc- at
and
which
night at the German Lutheran church
It there be one decent packery In the country,
on West Silver avenue. It Is underwe very much doubt, it was due tb,at concern that the
Miss Palin, the field matron, is doing a noble work stood that Rev. Weiser has been ascriminal ones be named. Aside from this duty to the among
people. She has been wkh them only three signed to the Lutheran
church at
blameless packers, if any there be, the higher duty to yeare. these
language well. She teaches them Belen, and will hold services there
speaks
the people demands that the packers guilty of the horri- to sew,butcook and their
be cleanly, .nurses them in sickness, Sunday, both morning and evening.
ble and revolting practices shown by the reports of the
brightens their homes with pic- Heretofore, the Belen church has been
sorrow,
in
cheers
them
the
danger
from
investigation be named in order that
supplied every other Sunday by the
tures
comforts,
writes
and Interprets their letters and Albuquerque
and
use of products of their plants may le averted.
Lutheran, minister.
a
Is
regular
mercy
angel
to
them.
of
It Is but Just to say that an amendment to tho agriparty
of Mr. and Mrs. B.
composed
A
Black-rocThe new Zunl lioarding school Is situated at
S. PhllllDs of Kalrview. N. M., Mrs. ..I.
cultural bill (which carries the legislation needed to meet
four miles from Zunl, on a mesa which commands a
Rankin of Portland, Ore., Mrs. M.
the existing conditions) was imminent which would rob magnificent
view of the valley. It comprises five new
Brook of Jacksonville. Ills., Robert
the power and the means to cure the evils, and that de- buildings, all equipped
heated
conveniences,
modern
McDougall and James McDougall ot
cisive and immediate action was imperative and Mr. by steam and lighted bywith
acetylene gas. The school plant Muscatine, Iowa, Mrs. George B. An
Roosevelt went at it In his usual strenuous way without
all ready for occupancy, and It is expected to move in derson and Harold H. Brook of Alburegard to precedent or ceremony, because he had no time Is
soon, transferring as many as possible of the day school querque left last night for an extended
in the emergency to consult either.
pupils to the boarding ehool. The capacity of the new camping expedition in Canon del Agun.
y
lob-lcrushing
of the beef trust
The result will be the
Most of
schools is about ne hundred. It Is expected to erect u on the slope of Mount Taylor.
and an aroused public sentiment against ail the trusts, $t!,ooo horse
the party will remain in camp until
sysirrigation
soon.
barn
When
the
fall and take in the fiesta at Acoma
which Is a consummation very much to be desired, be- tem is completed
a large farm will be worked In con- pueblo, the first week In September.
cause no effort at reform can hope for success unless
nection with the school.
Hon. R. E. Tvvitchell, the assistant
backed up by public sentiment. El Paso Times.
Mr. Vanderwagen Is the missionary at Zunl. He lias New Mexico counsellor for the Santa
been on this field for eight or nine years and has never Ke road. Is in the city. The colonel
yielded to discouragement, but tolls away as faithfully was recently elected president of the
Americans can hardly appreciate an honor that has and with as much zeal as ever, although results are very I. as Vegas Driving; Park ind Pair
The association is capitalno cash value, nor, a victory that does not jingle In the slow wtth these people. He preaches to them in their ized
for
2miih,
and of this amount,
own
language.
at
chapel
little
nice
erected
been
to
be
seem
has
pocket, and even our Canadian brothers
about $11,000 of the stock has been
Zunl in which services are held every Sundav.
In the same way, says an exchange.
sold. The association finds itself ;n
Sherriug, the Canadian youth who won the Marathon
debt t tihe amount of about J'.t.ooo,
and at the recent meeting a resiurace in the Olympian contests, at Athens, was given the
Ion w:s adopted to dispose of some
laurel wreath to mark his victory. To a Creek youth
of the remaining stock and pay off
this would be an hour such as k.iighthxd in the ago of
the indebtedness.
This unpleasant
chivalry. To have attempt to put a money value upon it
Job was, by motion, left to Colonel
would have been a gross Indignity.
Twitchell, and he accepted.
Hut not so in Canada, though its parent, England. Is
the home of the best and cleanest In amateur sport. SluT-riug- 's
ICED TEA SEASON IS HERE. WE
000OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX0XXX0
friends, his townsmen and cou.n ry felt they must
BLENDED
HAVE A SPECIALLY
In
rloMug
rate
bin
great
They
recent
speech
on
railroad
the
TEA FOR ICED TEA. MAKES THE
show their appreciation of their reflected glory.
Bailey,
of Texas, struck a note that will Hud BEST SUMMER DRINK.
knew ouly one way to do it; they had only one estimate bill. Senator
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
to put upon it. His home city. Hamilton, voted him $()( a siopular echo. He said:
"Good Things to Eat."
"Of course, 1 am not so simple-minde- d
as to dream
from its public funds; Ontario gave him as much more;
Toronto gave $300, its ball team $ 4mi. and the citizens of that the old days of small fortunes and great content-menWHITNEY RESTING EASY
will ever come again to bless the land, but. 1 do beHamilton made the total $5,S."u. Then the politicians
found him a Job with a salary and nothing to do. If the lieve In the coining of a better day than this, when tin
l
man who knows that he is just and honest will feel that
Ib'poru fii)in 'he Santa
fie
young man is not spoiled he will need to have a
he is happier in his circumstances than the man whose hospital this afternoon stated that V.
head.
C Whitney, construction superintendriches have been corniced through injustice.
l.antry-SharConstruc"I pray for the time to come when we shall have a ent for the
Courier Journal: Mr. Iick. of Ohio, has taken 'he
tion company, who lost hoih of his
new
guide
has
which
senate,
floor
of
Depew
standard
to
on
teach
our
we
the
the
shall
children; when
seat of Mr.
b'L-l,c!w the knees in a railroad
given rise to a good deal of remark. It is not customary them that Justice Is belter than power, and lead them
in Helen yesterday morning at
to take the seats of senators temporarily absent on ac- - into the enobling faith that truth shall conquer false- " o'clock, was resting easy today, the
couut of illness. Senatorial courtesy permits the tiling hood lu every home where peace abides and In every land ' I'1 :il ion performed yesterday niorn-no- t
having had any bail effects
of a claim on a peat which it is known will soon be va where men are free.
!..!
ver mi bis general health, it is
"Under the Influence of higher Ideals and more uncant, as where a sentator has been defeated fur
selfish aspirations all hate and envy will vanish from our 'li'"ii;lir that he will be able to be
In the case of Burton, also, his seat has been claimin a few weeks. In which evmt
taklng
minds, and the only evil thought which will vex us niovi
Senator
The
of
by
Ciapp
Minnesota.
of
Senator
ed
!owill tie transmuted to his I.os An-toto
will
regarded
be
as
a circumstance
the malice which the bad shall forever feel
Depew'a seat is, therefore,
U home.
show that he does not expect again to occupy It, though ward the good. When conduct instead of fortune is made
FRESH SMOKED SAUSAGE.
'he rule by which we Judge all men, every boy In all the
bis term does not expire until 1911.
FRESH BRICK CHEESE.
land, no matter how humble his parentage or how limited
FRESH SWISS CHEESE.
llenver Republican: Of the twelve towns In Colorado his opportunity, will feel the thrill of hope, and the carFRESH LIMBURGER CHEESE.
whose postmasters are found to be entitled to higher penter's son will know that if only he is Just and brave
CERLEVAT SAUSAGE.
ttaUtry because of Increase In business in the hist two and honest he will be more respected than the son of any
SALAMI SAUSAGE. ETC.
years, eleven of tl.em are In the farming districts. Only millionaire who ever wasted his father's fortune In idlo
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
camp.
Is
mining
dissipation or soiled his father's name by gross excesses.'1
a
one, Georgetown,
"Good Things to Eat."
tn-cs-

Our Ten Dollar Suits

McCANNA PLANNING A
DAYS' TRIP IN
SEARCH OF ATTRACTIONS FOR
THE FAIR.

MANAGER

OCK00(XXyX000XXKXKXvOXXXX

Business Manager

We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought.

,

don't do much blowing aoout
"Cheap Clothes," but we can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollar that will
do more than he'll expect it to do, and
We

k.

It will also bring him back when he
want another suit at a medium price.
The fabric, the cut and the tailoring
of these suits is right In every detail.
We guarantee It and that always
means here

FILL HIS SOUL

with satisfaction
If the

MONEY BACK

Ten Dollar Suit Man

Fine

NOTICE.

Hereby we inform the Good Gov
ernment league, the Taxpayers' league
and all republicans of the county of
Bernalillo, and in particular of the
city of ,Albuquerqu, that the Roosevelt republican league of all tho precincts of the county will hold a mass
meeting at the county court house on
the eighth of June, at 8 o'clock p. in.
All are Invited to attend.
JESUS ROMERO,
President,
A. B. STROUP, Secretary .

Faywood

o

PLUNGE
'n the

SWIMMING POOL.
504 North First Street.
Open
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM. "
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS

Daily,

oooooooeocoooo0o,ot,0
Z

A. C. Billcke and
John S. Mitchell

Summer School
Albuquerque

Business College.
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Geo. S. Ramsey
Manager
Proprietress
410 West Railroad Ave.

Location convenient and desirable. New Mexicans spending the summer on the beaches
are welcome to feel at home In
our hotel when visiting Loa

THE

x

HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Your friendship and patronage
is appreciated.
Courtesy
and attention to guests
is a pleasure
to us.

All depot and beach line cars
stop at the Hollenbeck door.

oooooocoiotcaotxcao
WOMAN'S
SIR GAS RANGE

V

EMANCIPATOR

Nothing of late years has taken so
much work from woman's shoulders
as a gas range it killed drudgery at
a single thrust.
With antedated coal, what useless
work! Coal had to be carried in.
Then fires fussed over, coaxed, poked
and rekindled. Then ashes had to be
gotten up, sieved and carried out all
work and waste, too.
Cook with gas and keep your kitchen
clean, cosy; save time and worry, and
cash, besides.
Glad to show you our ranges, at the
Electric Building. Cooking demonstrations, Tuesday afternoon from 2:30 to
4 o'clock.

OCXXXXXXX)COCOOC)OC)CC)COO

SCREEN TIME
here. Door and Window
screens made to order.
MILL

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

better than ever.

quarters at

First Class Repairing a Specialty. All
Work Guaranteed.

A

HOLLENBECK
HOTEL AND CAFt,

invite their friends to make
New Mexico head,

Dealer in
ALL KINDS OF MEN'S, WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.

First Street.

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

New Mexico

P. MATTEUCCI

No. 103 North

FIRST

'CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

Entire change of 'Frisco moving
pictures at Casino tonight.

Is

EASY TO REACH.

o

A

U

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

of the Presbyterian
churth will give an entertainmtenrt
Friday evening at tho home ot Mr.
and Mrs. D. A. Bittner. 120 South Wal
ter street. No admission charged.
All aro cordially
Invited. Refreshments, both hot and cold, will be on
sale, beginning at 6 o clock.
TAKE

Clothing and
Furnishings

c

The undersigned la prepared to
make trips to and from the celebrated JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any information desired can be secured
from George II. Moore, No. 113 West
Railroad avenue.
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
The ladies

Fine

SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS

OOCOCOOCOOCOCXXXXDOOOOOOOe

Grand Central Hotel

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light end Power Co
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

0000X000000000C000000

Honors in Dollars

onooooxioocxx)oooooo
FliIht of Slope By
Ho Means Too High

YOU WANT IT

will come here, we will

M AHBEILIL

Mo

Clothing and
Furnishings

k,

inf-ct-e-

IF

do business in short order.'

Cominfj

Abuses by Trusts

Many

a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits'

e

liuig-nificet-

Search

JUNE 8, 1906.

FRIDAY,

WILL MAKE TOUR OF THE

From Native American.

W. T. MeCREIGHT

EVENING CITIZEN.

MELINl

Large.

.lry Rooms.

Prices Very Rea.
sonab'e.

MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,

Proprietor.

Elks' Opera House
3

WITH

NIGHTS

3

NIGHTS.

SATURDAY MATINEE
Starting on

THURSDAY,

Wholesale liquo:

and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet k
Cbandon Wiilte Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian tnd
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners sod distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlce.

THE BEST IN TOWN

ICE

Per Gallon

7th

JUNE

& EAKIN,

-

-

-

$1.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

Fe-Pa-

very-leve-

J

A

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
fled

Trip

Colo,

Thro' San Francisco
On Canvas, Showing

250

F. C. PRATT

& CO.

Knightsof Columbus

250 Ale

Hi0HLsL0RED

agents for Ca.sino Canned Goods
Jas. Hn'kin & C'o.'s Coffees,
n's Granite Flour.
lm-bo-

An instructive

entertainment.
miss it.

.

Don't

Staple and Fancy
Groceries.

2,500 feet of the newest, latest and
most up to date moving pictures.

Jiillsboro
Reserved Seats now on sale.
Prices

92.

23c, 35c and

GOc

Creamery Butter
Earth.

ATTENTION!
Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., and
Return. Tickets on sala June
1, 2, 3 and 4.
Rate

SG305

Best on

Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

Call

at Ticket

Office

ticulars.

for full

T. E. PURDY,

par-

Agent.

FRIDAY, JUNE

ATTENDS FUNERAL

WILL PLAY HERE

WILL SETTLE

CI1IZEN.

GREAT YEAR

A

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

SESSION AT SAN TAFE

The Man

to Who Are Its Municipal Browns and Centrals to Cross Robert Adair Attends Funeral Western Socorro County Flock Territorial Board of Education
Officers-Injuncti- on
cf Relative in Afternoon,
Owners Increase Flocks
or
Bats Again-TriniConvened There This
Suit
Dies Next Morning.
El Paso Next.
Hundred Per Cent.
Afternoon.
19th of June.

Business or the Home

of

pT

dad

TWO SETS OFFICERS

.

IN

CONTROL

.Vs predicted in the columns of The
Kvening Citizen gome time ago, when
the board of trustee of the town of
Oallup refused to turn over to the
newly elected mayor, city clerk, treasurer, etc., the liooks, regalia anucttier
paraphernalia or their offices, claiming tuat their alleged successor were
not elected according to law, a temporary injunction has been secured
against the newly elected officers,
and Judge Abbott, of the Second Judicial district court, has set June 19
for the hearing of tho case.
In the complaint F. W. Myers, who
at the time of the election cf 'the new
officers, was town clerk, appears as
plaintiff, with K. M. Sanjule, tne
newly elected mayor, as the principal
defendant, the other defendants named
being W. F. Kuchenbacker, John S.
Bowie, tins Mulliolland, M. J. Oiled,
S. M. Urown. tieorge Kraker, Jonn
Kehaiirer. J. M. Jacobson, Peter
Kitchen. John W. Rains, J. H. Car
man, C. Gonzales, W. L. McVicker.
.lamn Wells. Simeon Frost, J. V.
Swartz, John Kennedy and Joseph
Kutan, each holding .ame official po
sition by virtue of the late eieeu.m.
Myera alleges that on the 9th day
of July, 1891, a majority of the Inhabitants of Gallup presented a ipetition
to the county commissioners of Bernalillo county, Gallup being located
in Bernalillo county at that time, asking that the commissioners declare
them an Incorporated town, which
was done, and that the county commissioners called for an election of
officers for the government of the
town, which was held, a board of
trustees, consisting of five members,
being elected.
He further alleges that these elections at .whlcu trustees were elected,
were held regularly each year, up to
and including 1904, but that lu llH'u,
when the act entitled, "An Act in
to Incorporated Towns and Villages," was approved, they failed and
did not elect a lioard of trustees the
first Tuesday in April, 1905, but that
the old trustees, elected in 1904, held
over, and continued to act as the corporate body of the town, until tne
election, pretended to have lieen held
April 3, 1900, and still alleges that
to
ones entitled
they are
conduct the affairs of the municipality.
The plaintiff, Mr. Myers, further alleges that on Alarch 6, 1906, the board
of trustees passed an ordinance providing for "the division of Gallup Into
wards, and the eleclion of officers,"
claiming they did so under authority
of the laws of chapter 47, of tne session laws of 1905. 'and that they attempted to divide the town into four
wards, and called for an election to
be iheld on April 3, 1906, stipulating
what officers were to be elected.
Plaintiff further alleges that after
the passage of the ordinance, two sets
of candidates were nominated, one
by the citizens'
party,
independent
and the other by the republican
party, giving t lie names of the different candidate, and also the names
of those eventually elected at the
election held April 3.
The plaintiff then states that the
offiews elected assembled on a certain date and proceeded to take the
required tath of office, but that the
old board of trustees refused to turn
over the books and paraphernalia of
their respective offices, claiming that
the newly elected officers were not
their legal successors, and were not
elected in accordance with the power
and authority conferred upon the town
of Gallui) by the legislature.
He fuit her alleges that in spite of
this, the newly elected icfficers proceeded to claim that they were the
corporate and legislative body of Gallup and attempted, and are still attempting, to exercise the legislative
control and authority over the city.
Mr. Myers then goes on to state
'that the town of Gailup has a population exceeding U.ooo inhabitants,
and therefore, stction 2, of chapter 47,
of the session laws of 1905, did not
apply to that city, and that the law
giving cities of 3,ooo population the
right to change their form of aiunici-pa- l
government, did not apply to Gallup because It did not ihavr. the required 3 .ooo inhabitants.
He further
alleges that there is no authority for
the division of Gallup into wards, nor
for the election ;f other than a hoard
of five trustees.
In winding up. the plaintiff alleges
that he believes the newly elected
mayor, city clerk anil aldermen intend to try to conduct the affairs of
the city, which, plaintiff alleges, he
believes would work himself and other
tax payers irreparable mischief and
injury.
For all of which he prays that the
court will Issue a temporary injunction against the defendants, as individuals and as alleged officers of the
town of Gallup, restraining them from
attempting tj exercise any authority,
pass any ordinance, pay out. any of
the city's money, or attempting to perform, in any capacity, any function or
duty relative to 'the business affairs
of the city of Gallup, aud that upon
final hearing of the case the court
will make this injunction perpetual,
and that the court will declare the
ordinance passed by the board or
trustees, relative to the divisi. n of
the town into wards and th election
of officers, null and void, and that all
proceedings executed thereunder
be
also declared null and void, together
such
as
relief
other
with
the court
sees fit to grant him.
When the case comes up for hearing June 19 it is confidently expected
by the defendants that the tenix)iary
injunction will be dissolved and that
they will be declared the legal municipal lio'ly f the city of Gallup, and
that an order compelling the old
board of trustees to turn over their
to., to the
paraphernalia.
liooks,
newly elected officers, will be issued,
while the plannms are just as conn-den- t
of success.
In any event, it is a pretty muddle
and one for the courts lo deride, for
'whither the newly elected officers
were elected according t law or not.
the (pies' ion still remains, by what authority does the old lsar,l of trustees,
who.
according to the complaint
itseh'. were not elected in i:'5. continue to hold office afar their tenn of
office ba expired by several months?,
He-latl-

the-onl-
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THE DIAMOND DEATH OF MRS. MIQUELA MORRIS

Owing t the fact that the Santa
Fe Centrals were unable to secure the
St. Mlcnael ball grounds at Santa Fe
for a game of Sunday ball, the local
fans will have the pleasure of witnessing w hat should prove a red hot game
Sunday afternoon between the Browns
and the Santa Fe team, they having
agreed to come to this city for one
ramp lntPHfl of the. Browns, as was
at first intended, going to the Capital
City.
The Centrals have retained Gallegos
and Put us of this city a their battery, and with Richardson on the fir
ing line for the Browns and McDonald doing tue receiving, the game
should provw interesting In the extreme.
It Is hoped by the fans that, the
Browns will be abl at the forthcoming game, to retrieve their loss in the
playfirst game of the double-headed Decoration day, in wuich event
they will have taken three out of the
four games to be played.
Line-Uof the Santa Fe Centrals.
of the
As now scheduled, the line-nvisitors Is as follows: G. Farsous, first
base; I). Anderson, second base; L.
Anderson, third base; Pectus, catcher;
W. rarsons, left field; Cawker. short
stop; Gocch, center field; Ixtez, rigtit
held; Gallegos, pitcher.
er

p

o

Manager Cavanaugh, of the Browns,

is in correspondence with

the

manage-

ment of the Trinidad and El Faso
teams, looking to a game here Sunday, June 17, with the Browns, and
it seems, from present indications,
that one of tne two of these teams
will be secured. The Browns, though
containing
a large percentage of
young timber, have been playing good
season, since getting
ball
this
"strung out," aud the "raw recruits"
have played up like veterans, in fact,
some of the "students" 'have played
all around one or two of our
but the aggregation as a whole,
has been doing good work, and now
feel able to cope with any of the
teams in the surrounding country.
"old-timers-

Arlie Latham, now with the
Southern league, as umpire, can be se
cured for the fair base tall tournament, It will add much interest to that
annual event, so eagerly looked for
ward to by the fans. l.atham Is one
of the best 'handlers of the Indicator
In the business, and Is a whole show
in himself. Manager McCanna, of t he
fair association, Is making strenuous
efforts to secure him, and it is to be
hoped that he will meet with success,
as this would satisfactorily solve the
perplexing umpire question, for that
oecasron at least.
If

It liuvugti
.in i li
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, ...

T
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," .. .......

n
uluiKc
- '
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league, none of the teams seem to
have sufficient courage to meet out- Rirlpf-s-.
A crnmp with the Alhtinuernup
Browns would afford our boys some
aiinougn tne game
good practice,
might be a "dead one," from the fan's
point of view.
The Mcintosh Colts aw out daily
now practicing.
It is really wonderful the way some of the youngsters
show up in practice, especially
the
"college lads," wm never traveled in
'
before.
comiany
The second game of Decoration day's
double-headeproved the fact that
tnese same youngsteis are "a.i to the
good."

After escorting the remains of h!s
.
Frank Gonzales, to the
undertaking establishment of A. Borders, and yesterday afternoon accompanying the remains to their last resting place in Santa Barbara cemetery,
Robert Adair, aged tt, tor some time
second cook at the Alvarado hotel,
was himself taken to the same establishment t Ii it morning, and tomorrow
will be laid to rest
beside his
brotner-in-law-

brother-in-law- .

Adair, who was born in England,
coming direct to Albuquerque from
that country ten years ago, was Just
recovering from a severe attack of
pneumonia, wnen his
Feeling sufficiently recovered,
he attended the funeral of his relative
ytsterday afternoon, anil upon returning to his home, 521 North Broadway,
became suddenly ill again. During tiiie
night he grew worse, and this morning at 8 o'clock passed away in death.
He leaves a wife and three children
to mourn his untimely demise.
The funeral services will take place
tomorrow from the Sacred Heart
church, lnternieir. in Santa Barbara
cemetery.
brother-in-law-die-

Mr.

INTERESTING

INTERVIEW

A.
Hon. Frank
Hubbell, as mentioned locally in The Evening Citizen of yesterday afternoon, has returned from his sheep ranges in western Socorro county, and yesterday
was kept exceedingly busy attending
to an accumulation of mail matter,
which reached his Leal office during
his absence.
When a representative of The Evening Citizen called on Mr. Hubbell
this morning, at his office, the gentleman was found wading through a
mass of figures, and making preparations to pay off half a dozen and more
men who had worked for him during
the past few weeks and who were
present to receive their checks.
"Yes, this season has proved a ban
ner one for the sheepmen, licth as to
lambing and shearing," said Mr. Hubbell, "and the 'prospects for the future,
as far as grazing for the flocks Is con
cerned, can not be excelled anywhere
In the southwest, for there has been
and Is still yet plenty of water In
every water hole and stream in western Socorro county, and grass in great
abundance.
one whit,"
"I do not exaggerate
continued Mr. Huboell, "when I pay
that SoLmon Luna, Jose Ignaeio
Aragon, Manuel Pino, Bart let! & Davis, Juan Garcia & Bros., David Farr
and myself, representing the largest
flock owners in western Socorro county, have increased our herds 100
per cent this fpring, and these facts
can be attributed almost entirely to
conditions
the excellent weather
which prevailed during the winter,
and clear through the lambing and
shearing season this spring."
Mr. Hubbell also stated
that his
wool left the ranges loaded on a caravan of wagons one-hamile long,
and is now Rtored at Magdalena, waiting to be shipped to eastern markets
as soon as the successful bhWr for
the clip secures the output.

UTY

Miquela

4

PROFESSORS

ARE

Wa have just

not Ice.

TELEGRAPHIC

Roll T09
and Stand tn
Desks, office Chairs, Book
Case, Typewriter Standi
and Tables.
We guarantee our line to
represent the best workmanship and hlgheut class of
cabinet work. The desk yoo
buy- of tig will not fall
to
pieces In a short time, thua
causing you much anny
ance.
Our prlces are the lowest.

Flat

Dceka,

PRESENT

The territorial Iwiard of education
convened at the Capital City this afternoon at 2 o'clock, and the session
will last two days at least. Among
the important matters to come before
this meeting of the hoard is twe consideration of applications of teachers
for certificates to teach in New Mexico schools; to prepare courses
of
study for the various teachers' Institutes to
held during the coming
summer, and also to prepare the list
of questions for the examination of
teachers
certificates at the
close of the institutes.
Prof. C. M. Light, president of the
New Mexico Normal school at Silver
City, and Luther Foster, president of
the Agricultural and Mechanic Arts
college at Mesllla Park, passed up
the road on the No. 10 passenger
train this .morning. Prof, J. B. Clark,
superintendent of thA local public
schools, and Irof. C. E. Hodgln, dean
of the New Mexico university,
this
city. left on No. 2 this morning
for Santa Fe. Prof. W. G. Tight. 1
the New Mexico university, is visiting relatives and friends In Ohio, and
therefore, cann-i- f attend the meeting.
He designated Prof. Hodgln to represent him.
Besides these gentlemen men' toned, the other nieniliers of the board
are Governor H. J. Hagerman, chair.
man; Prof. Hiram Hadley, su
of public Instruction, and
Prof. B. J. Vert, president of Tic New
r; Lis
Mexico Normal university,
Vegas.

Albert Faher.

sin-kin-
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308-31-

Railroad Ave.,
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The Champion Sole

Sewing Machine

itIii-tendent-

ALBUQUERQUE NURSES

This

ELECT NEW OFFICERS

Machine Sews

The Association of Albuquerque
nurses, at a meeting held the other
evening, at the room of Mrs. Pennell
on South Fourth street, elected the
following officers to serve during the
ensuing year;
President Miss Lillian Radcllffe.
First Vice President Miss Mer-rit'-

i

;

f,1

r .. .'

a

Pair Half -- Soles
in Two Minutes,

t.

for

Second Vice President Mrs. Hreen.
Secretary M1ss Mlllett.
Treasurer Miss Claypool.
Historian Mrs. Pr. Mary Hunter.
Executive Committee Mrs. Pennell
and Miss Gavin.
Just before the meeting adjourned,
refreshments were served the lady
nurses.
AN

Wonderful

which

We

Charge Only

75c

INVITATION

You are cordially Invited to attend
In the Seventh
Day Adventlst tent, corner of Rail-

the gospel services held

road avenue and Fifth street. Tonight M. 1). Warfle, of Roswell, will
seak on tho "Importaflce of , Bible
Study."
This service will begin
promptly al 8 o'clock, preceded by a
Ilfteen-minutsong service. Come
and bring your friends.
e

MESA PROPERTY.
Have fifty acres of mesa property,
close in, for sale, at a bargain. John
M. Moore Realty company.
o

Entire change of 'Frisco moving
picture at Casino tonight.

218 S. Second Street

Opposite Postoffice

KEEP YOUR

COOL WITH

FEET

MARKETS

St. Louis Wool Market.
St. ljouis, June 8. Wool steady,
changed.

higher, at

fur-nlsli-

a

received

large shipment of

lf

m

Library

!

Candelaria d Morris.
o'clock yesterday afternoon, at
the family residence, 323 West Copper avenue, Mrs, Miquela C. Morris,
member of one of the best known
Spanish families In this city, died after a lingering illness, she having
been a sufferer for some time past
from cancer.
In addition to a large circle of
friends, she leaves a daughter, Josefita
L. de Apodaca, and one son, Teofllo
Candelaria, to mourn her demise.
The funeral services will take place
tomorrow morning at 8:30 o'clock,
from the family residence, and at 9
o'clock fram the Immaculate Conception church, Rev. Fr. Mandalarla conducting the services. The following
gentlemen will act as pall bearers:
Messrs. Springer, J. Romero, B. V.
Lutheran Services Tonight.
Chavez, B. Ruppe, Otto Dieckmann
At St. Faiil' Lutheran church, loand William McGulnness.
cated on the corner of Sixth street
and Silver avenue, there will be a
John G. Clark.
special service this evening at 8
John O. Clark, a blacksmith 1n the o'clock.
local Santa Fe shops, died this room- Prelude Sunday Morning.
ing at 5 o'clock, of Bright's disease. Evening Prayer
Rev. E. Moser
Deceased had resided in Albuquerque Anthem "Jesus, Savior, Pilot Me."
aliout six months, and has relatives In Scrlptlve Reading
Watsonvllle.'Cal., who have been no- Anthem "I Am the Way."Rev. WVdser
tified of his death. The remains are Sermon
Rev. C. Swlhart
being held at String's undertaking Violin and Organ
.Tunlge Bitte
awaiting Instructions Anthem "Jesus, Thy Blood."
establishment
from them.
Hymn.
Benediction.
Nestor Gutierrez.
Yesterday afternoon at 3:30 o'clock.
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
Nestor Gutierrez, died from t'he ef
fects of tuberculosis. Deceased was
64 years old and had lived here all FOR
SALE Remington typewriter.
his life. The funeral ceremonies took
In good condition; very cheap. 6u2
place "this "morning. Interment in the
soiuu first street, j
San Jose, cemetery.
FOR SALE Wlagon, buggy and harness. Inquire at No. 5ufi West RailJames Martin.
road avenue.
.Tants Martin. n?prl 41 vearw. Hie1
yesterday morning, at 10 o'clock, from WANTED Three or four-roocottage; must be close in and
tuberculosis, after a year's residence
reasonable. Address P. O. box, 190.
In this city, coming nere from Fhila- A baby carriage robe. Owner
i ne remains are oeing FOUND
ucipma.
can recover same upon calling at
held, pending instructions from the
the Citizen office and paying for this
deceased's relatives.
At

UNION SUMMER SERVICES

Beginning next Sunday, June 10,
Baptist
the Congregational
and
churches will join in union services
each Sunday morning and evenmg, un
til September 1. For the first six
weeks the services will be held at the
Congregational church, with the Rev.
J. W. T. McNeil, pastor of the Baptist churn, as preacner, and music
by the Congregational choirs. During
the second six weeks r'.ie services will
bo held at the Baptist church, with
Rev. J. W. B'arron, pastor of the Con
gregational church, as preacher, and
music by the Baptist choir. The Sunday schools, prayer meetings and
young peoples' societies of the two
churches will be held separately, at
the usual place and hour.
The pastors and officers of loth
churches earnestly desire the hearty
of members of church
and congregation, In these union summer services. The 'public is cordially
invited.
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EDUCATORS ARE IN

FOR SHEEP MEN

AND DIES HIMSELF

ON NEXT SUNDAY

GALLUP DISPUTE
As

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

8, 1906.

Spelter.
Mo., June

un-

IB M

IE

BM L L

S WILLIAMS9 FOOT COM FORI
It will reduce swelling and stop the feet from
sweating. No trouble to use. Price 25a,

AT TRACTION PARK
8.

Spelter,

$ti.

Provisions.
Chicago, June 8. Following were
closing prices:
Wheat-r.Iu- ly,
Sf'ic; Sept., S3ic
Corn July. 51 c; Sept., 514c
July,
Oats
S7c; Sept.,
Pork July, $16.85; Sept.. 10.47.
July,
Lard
$.80; Sept., 18.95.
Ribs July, $9.45; Sept.. $.3o.

SUNDAY, JUNE 1CV06
Santa Fe Centrals

3ic.

Closing Stock Quotations.
Xtw York, June 8. Following were
closing prices:
90 i
Atchison, common
Atchison, preferred
!i
140
New York Central
133
Pennsylvania
i
Southern Pacific
1S1m
1'nion Pacific, common
Union Pacific, preferred
94U
IMS"
Amalgamated Copper
41 's
t. S. Steel, common
Mti1
V. S. Steel, preferred

1:

THE BLUE FRONT.

Both Telephones.

vs.

117

GIVE

AlbuquerqueBrovns

r

(

v

L

ar

n

Admission,
GRAND

..YIHHE

na-uv-

50 cents

STAND FREE.

coooooro

CLUB..

Pooh Billiard Parlor

A.

Conley

&

I

J. RICHARDS

113!, WEST

RAILROAD

AVENU

I Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

duties lighter,

;

Bardshat

US A SHOW

we ask to prove to yow
conclusively that the White Lily d-irIs great value every way, for flye
cents each. If we can't ault your
smoke taste as to mildness or strength
you'll better see a doctor. The Whit
Lily Is all right all the way through
lecauso it's built that way. Two ioV
lars buys a box of 60.

Batteries McDonald and Richard-cofor the Brown, and Pettus and
Gallegos for the Centrals.

oooooooooo

West Railroad AveniM.

That's all

GAME CALLED AT 3 P. M.

.1.
V. BARRON.
Kansas City Live Stock.
Congregational Church.
Kansas City. Mo., June 8. Cattle
Keceip'is. 2.000, Including 300 southREV. J. W. T. McNEIL.
Baptist Cliurcn. erns: market strong; native steers.
$4.25)5 80; southerns steers. $3.50ff
4. Kit; southern cows. $2.25fi3.7o;
AMUSEMENTS
cows and heifers, f2.5oft5.1;
Mockers and feeders, $2.75(fj4.0;
THE PICTURE SHOW AT THE OP- bulls. $2.5o(?j .l,-,-;
calves, Mi 6.25;
ERA HOUSE ALL RIGHT, AND SO wtstern fed steers, $345.25; western
fed cows, $2.75'!! 4.25.
IS THE CASINO.
21 1 Sooth Second Street
Sheep Receipts, 2.'i"; market is
muttons, $."fi 0.25 ; lambs.
Last night, although the crowd was strong;
small, one of the best moving and $5 .5'!'? 7.40 range wetln ts, $."tfit.25;
WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT
stationary picture shows on the road, ted ewes, $4.50(ij 5.75.
DATING FROM JUNE 5, 1906, OUR
held forth at the Elks' opera house. LARGE ACREAGE INCREASE
The pictures vividly portrayed the awPARLOR WILL BE OPEN AND WE
OF COTTON IS REPORTED.
wrought upon San
ful destruction
Jackson, Miss.. June 8. It appears
SOLICIT THE
PATRONAGE
OF
Francisco and vicinity by the earth- from
the bulletin of the Southern Cotquake of April 18, followed by one of
WIELDERS
OF THE CUE. BEST
the
issued,
just
Association,
that
ton
the most awful conflagrations of iml-er- n acreage planud in cotton this season
TABLES AND EQUIPMENT IN THE
times. Big rents in the streets of is 27.031.718, against 2rt.!t!.4!1 at the
San Francisco could plainly be seen, corresponding
SOUTHWEST.
BEST LINE OF CIIn
year,
an
last
time
while tons upon tons of wreckage from
crease of t',:i:,,227 acres, or 2.29 per
GARS AND TOBACCO IN THE CITY.
earthquake and fire strewn here and cent.
The estimated acreage by states
there told In miuuto sections the includes:
3 S2ii.01S,
aloiit
frightful experiences encountered by the same Georgia,
crop.;
as last year;
especpeople
of the Faclflc coast,
the
week
late, labor scarce and in
ially those of San Francisco. The two
sections labor situation acute.
pictures will bo exhibited again to- some
North Carolina, l,u;!8.t;t;i acres, de- 2
night and tomorrow night with a Sat- crease
of 7 per cent ; crops are lute
urday afternoon matinee.
scarce.
South Carolina,
labor
and
At the Casino.
2.212.SM. about the same as last year;
Cabig
Another
crowd attended the'
labor scarce. Texas, 7.88s.i',4.' acres,
sino last night, and all seemed pleased an
of 7.90 per cent over last
new
play, "A Tale of the year;increase
with the
fair ljiior conditions. Florida.
Sea," rendered by the Berger-GrosMissouri and Virginia, about 375 3'i
company. This play will be on at the acres,
an inc rease of l'i per cent.
tonight
Casino
and tomorrow night.
It's to take Alfonso and Ena seven
MEADOW COLD
BUTTER THE duvH
get
Alfonso Isn't
PERFECT BUTTER, IN A PERFECT from Pittsburg married.
and Ena Isn't one . f
PACKAGE, FOR SUMMER TRADE,
the otiginal Floradora sextet girls.
s city for the springs
Lleht ri
PER POUND. 2Sc.
BLOCK'S HOTEL.
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
very Monday and Wednesday.
"You say you intend to retire on
house at the Springs.
Only
"Good Things to Eat."
of your health?"
Kour horte sta: leaves city every
J. B. BLOCK.
o
I
say
anything of the kind
"I don't
Friday through in one day. Only
German summer scliool will begin
Proprietor
June 13. F r information, comiiiunl-ca-- intend to retire on account of my lack line with change of stock en
Hot Springs, New Mexico.
Jemez
route.
health."
of
witn Rev. E. Moser, 524 North
Silver avenue.
A Citizen W'ttut ad docs the work. W.
&

HKV.

The Williams Drug Co.

makes

the

the cares

less,

The telephone preserve your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

and the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

t

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

t

20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

v

s

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND 0

CLUB ROOMS

ft

JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE

x

X

1

ay-cou-

first-clas-

L. Trimble

V

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.

Hot

TO
THE
LADIES.
weather
here too warm to wash and iron. Send your
Is

Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry ttein correctly and will deliver them to you in a uice box they will tuQt be
crushed or wrinkled. Domestic or tloss finish
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

Imperial Laundry Co.

EVENING

CITIZEN AND GET THE NEWS

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX.

not Mr. Smoot Is entitled to the seat
he occupies.
If the present session adjourns
leadwithout action, the
ers will ct about accumulating ton
million petitions to back up those
This will he by
already feathered.
far the largest appeal of this character ever submitted to congress. The
Mothers' Congress Is a leading factor
in this movement.
A poll of the senate committee on
elections has been taken to ascerWhose Min- tain
With
the sentiment regarding Smoot.
general Impression
lit confirms the
to
Not Presented thnt the committee Is favorable
the Mormon, but lacks the courage to
face popular disapproval by refusing
Credentials.
to turn him out of the senate.
t
What Interest Oppose Pure Food.
Friends of pure food legislation are
PETITION AGAINST SMOOT very much worried over the status of
their bill In the house of representa
tives. It has been three montns sinc
the measure was passed by the senFriends of Pure Food Bill ate,
dis
and the speaker shows no
position to put It through rthe house,
Are indignant at House
where It. was thought that no diffi
culty whatever would be encountered

OUR RELATIONS

that he does not come up for
action until l!Mi9.

arotl-Smo- ot

DIPLOMATICAL

ARE PECULIAR

Turkey,
ister lias

Delay.

by It.

,

After being acted on by me sennit-the bill hung fire for a Tew weens
In the house committee, but was reported to the floor more than two
months ago. It became apparent ai
once that for some reason the speaker
was not friendly to the measure.
Under the methods of doing business
-ri tne nous
lne

Special Correspondence:
Washington, D. C. June 8. There
is an Interesting story of complicated
international relations behind Senator
Knox's proposed amendment to the
diplomatic and consular appropriation
.
umi imi
, 7
bill, which provides thai tne Aint-rioe nan i.i "i""1""' ' 11
canl legation at Constantinople
i "u
i
iUn imnb rT nil fifTl IIHSNV. ilUIUt ftli IUt.
., n.00iHnt As a son to the"milthousands
L
of per- .
I"
for
petitions
sending
kept
s
who
iVattoto
to
a uv,
an embassy when the request comes tne prompt
,. ... .. -- .
"
from a foreign power. Turkey na appropriation bUls so that It" ,Is " now
made no such a request.
.
.
I i
,n ni
ittrtrwl
and TIM
1111.
I
DlV'irinii.
lllt'l t7 lie
posai Borne cunu..B m..,, n JMkt ino HT. ,
Fin hv he friends
,
.
ILMM1
IHIVtT
HtTil
"
hi 4 a t tlT nil
1,111 be acted
Bey, Ihe Turkish mlnlst'er. has move Cannon to let the
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STb

T

ro'embVhneTar:

i,

a

mess when
enuy a component iu
, fnn,i lw l enacted. There
......
reallv the reverse, and Is
will lie an erupiion on me i.uu.
much discomfort and dismay at
of these days, if the bill is not soon
a chance to be voted down or
The official Turkish explanation of given
passed.
Cheklb Bey's long delay In presenting his credentials Is that the credent
Defeated Machine and Trusts.
ials must, of course, be made out to
has been a lot of talk In the
There
President Roosevelt, and that nobody senate about the ramarkable success
dare tell Abdul of Senator Robert J. Gamble in South
in Constantinople
Hamld of a change of administration Dakota in winning his fight for
that would involve the explanation
If ever the surface indica
that President McKlnley had been as- tions pointed to an overwhelming de
sassinated.
feat of a candidate for office It was in
The sultan's morbid horror on the the case of Mr. Gamble. But by apsubject of the assassination of his fel pealing to the people he won a striklow rulers is well known, and has ing victory over the hostile trust and
been often described. None of his corporation Interests.
officials dares to mention political as
Gamble was marked for defeat oy
sassinations to him, for fear as much tho. moililno" tt hla Rtnte. which is
as
consequences
to
themselves
of the
protty comply in the hands of the
vv- ui nit-- eiiirt--i uii me ouiiouo
II H miirsn on me rate
mm a
informed
k,,,, AU,
i
ness. He has never been
4i,0 onrnnrnHnnn
McKlnley,
and
of the murder of Mr.
But ,t dl(, pleaB0 the pcopie of the
sun supposes unai ne is prcBiueui. "i gtate anJ in one of tne most remark-th- e
United States.
ai,io Mmmiini nt rpnt vears. Gam- Hence Chekib Bey' credentials are h
and won. It
th t,llst8
, .
- th
addressed to McKlnley, and until
aEalnirt
masse8
some one musters up courage to tell the co
ratlona and the nlachne.
Abdul Hamta or tne event at uuiiaio The result naa so Bn0cked Senator
and ol tne subsequent nisrory oi me Klttredge. the other senator from
United States, cneKto isey will never South Dakota, who ounosed Gamble,
j;et the right credentials.
that he has hurried back home to
his own fences despite the fact
mend
Another Version Given.
This, as stated. Is the official Turk
Another, unofficial
ish explanation.
but obtaining some credence here
among certain diplomats. Is that,
while this version was undoubtedly
true in the first place, it is no longor
so. Those who hold to this second
version believe that, while Abdul
Hamld never learned of McKlnley 's
assassination, he has been informed
of the presidential election of 1901.
The reason why Cheklb Hey does
not present his credentials now, they
say. Is that the condition of things
during the time that Abdul was kept
In Ignorance of Mr. Roosevelt s ele
vat Ion to the presidency proved highly
convenient to the Turkish foreign of
flee, and It Is desirable to keep It up.
The relations between Turkey and
the United States are peculiar. We
are frequently obliged to send war
ships to Smyrna and other places to
Abdul is In
"make a demonstration."
a chronic state of owing the United
States money, and of not being 'will
ing to pay up." It Is never impossible
that the United States may find it
desirable to give his passports to a
Turkish minister for the sake of fur
ther impressing the sultan. It would
be impossible, however, to give pass
ports to a minister who has never
presented his credentials.
This state of things gives great satisfaction to the Turkish foreign of
flee, say those who tell the story, and
there is no likelihood that It will be
speedily changed.
.
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Railroftda and Grain Elevator.
probe Is to he Inserted Into an-

other railroad monopoly.

FRIDAY, JUNE 8, 1906,

FUNDS RECEIVED
A good looking face

FOR THE MONTH

west, who claim that the railroads
have them by the throat Just as the
Standard Oil octopus holds enthralled
producers of petroleum,
A resolution will be Introduced and
passed by the house calling on the
Interstate Commerce Commission to
make an Investigation of the relation
of the railroads of the country to the
elevators In the grnln belt. This inquiry will doubtless lead to a movement to compel the railroads to divorce themselves from the 'business
of operating grain elevators Just as
they have been required to give up
the conl business.
All the big railroads In the corn
and wheat sections own' enormous
grain elevators in the principal shipping towns. The methods observed
In operating these elevators are identical with those followed by the
Standard Oil in squeezing producers
and driving competition out. of business. If an indepednent company Is
organized to build a grain elevator at
a terminal point It finds it Impossible
to purchase land adjacent to the railroads.
If, by some miracle, the land Is secured and the elevator erected, its
owners soon learn that they have a
white elephant on their hands because
the railroad refuses to build a switch
from the elevator to the regular line.
Sometimes the state railroad commissioner requires this to be done, and
then another method of persecution is
tried. The elevators owned by the
railroads In that town Immediately
bid high for grain, paying biggr
prices than the Independent concerns
can afford to give. This extra price
Is all paid back In rebates allowed iy
This process soon
the railroads.
freezes out the independent elevators
and they fall into the hands of the
rallronds.
Old Washington Newspaper Row.
The last building that remained of
old Newspaper Row on Fourteenth
street has been removed to make
room for a new hotel. The hotel will
nrobablv be called the Warwick, anil
will be a fine modern structure, front- Ing on the north side of Pennsylvania!
avenue and on the east side of fourteenth street, and directly opposite
the New Wlllard.
Newspaper Row was a famous institution even before the Civil War.
It consisted of a number of buildings,
most of them old, in which the majority of Washington correspondents of
newspapers had their offices. The largest of these 8rtru.ct.ures
was torn down a few years ago to
make room for the big building
by the Department of Commerce and IalKr.
While "the row" is still patronized
by correspondents, some of Its buildings are used for other newspaper
purposes, and most of the representaare
tives of the great newspapers
The name
now located elBewhere.
continues to have its associations,
however, and Is applied without regard to the locality. "Going down
the row," means, in newspaper parlance, to v'sit the offices of correspondents, which are scattered here
and there in one part of the downtown
business section.

OF MAY

What is the secret of good looks ?
Complexion a clear, smooth,
youthful complexion with health
tints that fairly glow with life.
BY TREASURER J. H. VAUGHN
You can have a good complexion.
FROM
TAX COLLECTIONS
Your face, neck, arms and
COUNTIES FOR 1905
hands can be made delicious to
AND PRIOR.
look at. Use Hagan's Magnolia
Balm and you'll look ten years
funds younger immediately after apterritorial
The following
have been received for the month of plying it. It is not a cosmetic,
May by Territorial Treasurer J. H.
neither is it greasy or sticky. It
Vaughn:
i3 a liquid as harmless as dis- S.
county
treasurer,
J.
Iea.
Chaves

taxes for VJH3. $;',. 15; for lyui, uuea water
75C nt all druRRijtt.
$112.90.
$131.15; for
race,
Qounty George J.
Colfax
treasurer, taxes for lauii, iih.io.
Insurance fund,
Dona Ana county Oscar Ixdiman, commissioner.
treasurer, taxes for 1902, $19.72; for
Will C. Barnes, secretary of the
19M3, $114.!3;
for
for 1904, $!Mi.l7;
cattle sanitary board, cattle Indcmn
1905. $ti85.47.
Ity fund, $370.
Eddy county J. I). Walker, treasurer, taxes for 1903. $1.87; for 1904,
HOW IT STICKS.
$1.73; for 1905, $219.41.
Guadalupe county Camilo Sanchez, Albuquerque Ha Found It Hard to
treasurer, taxes for 1905, $385.32.
Shake Off.
Grant county A. S. Goodell, treasHard to lear, harder to get rid of,
urer, taxes for 1902, $3(5.53; for 1903,
for 19iU, $50.15; for 1905,

Is any itching skin complaint,
Bczcma or itching piles.
Doan's
Ointment relieves and cures
.1.
county
H. Canning, all Itchiness of the skin.
Lincoln
treasurer, taxes for 1905, $182.5(5.
Albuquerque people endorse this
McKlnley county Palmer Ketner, statement.
treasurer, taxes for 1902, $2.21; fori A. M. Whltcomb, nurseryman, cor
1903, $2.82; for 19o. $2.tit!; for 1905, ner
of Eighth and Tijeras streota,
$90.16.
says: "In my .ctlmatlon there is no
Mora county Daniel Cassiily. treasointment for the purpose that la used
urer, taxes for 1903. $74.4(5; for 1!o5, that
can equal Doan's. There- - waa
$310.02.
spot
below my itnee which annoyed
a
Otero county .1. C. Dunn, treasurer, me for ten years. Unlike eczema, it
taxes
for 1904, $3G.C7; for 1905, did not spread out, but at times it
$288.17.
Itchexl so exiasperatlnginy, partlcu
Quay county
Donald Stewart, larly after I went to bed or sat by the
.
,nno
r.'
i
i
'
8tove. hat' 1 8cratchPd it until It
la,..
Tnnr
.7,,
1904. $131.1o; for 1905, $112.90.
, tr,H
hfnpo
flm1
Rio Arriba county Venceslao ,lar- every salve and ointment I came
amlllo, treasurer, taxes for 1905, across; when one did not help me, I
$1(17.7(5.
bought another and applied It. Read
RoSan Miguel couny Eugenlo
ing
Doan's Ointment induced
mero, treasurer, taxes for 1902, $6.18; me about
to go
a drug store for a box
for 1903, $19.59; for 1904, $49.78; for In a few to
days the itchiness ceased,
1905, $5ti5.09.
the life of the part affected was
Santa Fe county Celso 1opez, and
killed, for up to date, and it s now
treasurer, taxes for 1902, $42.49; for over
since I stopped the
I'm:! $(57.77; for 1904, $31.48;
for use ofrIx months
the salve, there has not been
1905, $198.5(5.
a symptom of its appearance."
San Juan county W. K. Williams,
For eale by all dealers. Price 50
treasurer, taxes for 1902. $4.59; for otnts.
Foeter-MilburCo., Buffalo, N.
1903, $11.31;
for 1904. $47.72; for Y.. scle agents for the United States.
1905, $205.88.
Remomber the name Doan's and
C. Plemmons,
Sierra county J.
66
take no other.
treasurer, taxes for 1905, $385.32.
county Jose E. Torres,
Socorro
"One doe3 not care to bandy words
treasurer, taxes for 1902, $9.31; for with the president of the United
1904,
1903, $2(5.75; for
$81.58; for States." Hen Rogers.
1905, $(553.50.
"
!!
!!!
!!!!" Bill
M.
Medina, Chandler.
Taos county Jose
treasurer, taxes Tor 1904, $14.30; for
1905, $180.01.
The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
county William McinTrouble.
Torrance
Mr. M. F. Borrotigli8, an old and
tosh, treasurer, taxes for 1905, $194.50.
Union county John F. Wolford, well known resident of Bluffton, Ind.,
treasurer, taxes for 1903, $92.62; for says; "I regard Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
1905. $379.40.
Captain Arthur Trelford, superin- very best remedy for bowel trouble.
I make this statement
after having
tendent of the territorial penitenused the remedy in my family for sev
tiary, convicts' earnings, $1,242.73.
I am never without it."
A. A. Keen, commissioner of pub- eral years.
lic
school income. This remedy is almost sure to be
lands, common
$1,708.(51 ;
Agricultural college in- needed lefore the summer is over.
come, $70.4o; Palace inTome, $26.00; Why not buy it now, and be (prepared
for such an emergency? For sale by
Reform school income, $15.60.
J. H. Sloan, territorial insurance all druggists.
$r,3."2 :
$23(5.44.
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tJie Brewery Bottling.

Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, sec that the cork or crown is branded

IN

Clever Vaudeville and Moving Pictures. Frisco Disaster
TUESDAY,

MONDAY,

WEDNESDAY

NIGHTS

There will be an entire change of bill on Monday and Thursday
of each week during the season. Doors open at 8 p. m. Performance
at 8:30; matinee Sunday, doors open at 1:30 p. m., performance at 2.
15c and 25c.
Matinee Prira....i0c and 45c.
Night Prices
Reserved Seats at 0. A. Matson's.
.
-

Summer Rates West
You should plan to take that trip. to California. You will eniov the
cihange.
Visit the Grand Canyon and Petrified Ftorest.
Liberal

limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
SAN FRANCISCO
AND RETURN
$45
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-o- n
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now la the time to .take tnat trip back home. TaJte advantage of the low rates to the east. Tickets on st.le at special reduced
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND) RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
to the principal points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Wyop-Jng-:
inclusive, and July
also Jun
June
inclusive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Delow
find rates to a few of the principal pointsCHICACO AND RETURN
$51.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$48.65
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Return limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.
1--

-

DENVER

GRAND
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World1 '
Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado , Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
I

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mcx.

Communication Made Easy
EI Paso & Southwestern System

4

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best The only way with two through
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation Jirv
Ing cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

I hat is what
Schlitz beer

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

111

R. STILL
Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

IfEl

Santa Fe Genital Railway System
n

to you.

oi

V.

General Ageut.

I

anu-smio-

Stock Go.

e

For illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to

means

One Million Name to Petition.
The largest and most imprtssh e
petition ever presented to congress is
in
being secured by too
terests and filed in the senate in an
kind
some
of
to com Del action
ou the lonur drawn out contest.
One million petitions urging the. ex- uulslon of Seuator Heed Smoot al
ready have been gathered. They are
separate
belnc bound in forty-fiv- e
volumes, one for each ttate in the!
I'nion. As Boon us the bound portions come from tiie bindery they
will be presented In the senate as a
protest against the manner in which
the comiuiotee on elections has been
dodging the question of whether or

Hera-Gros-

On all

Purity
means healthfulness freedom
from germs.
It means a clean beer, filtered
and sterilized.
It means an aged beer
aged until it cannot cause biliousness.
Ask for

The

PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.

For common beer usually will buy
Schlitz beer, if you ask for it. The purity
costs you nothing, yet it costs us more than
half the cost of our brewing.

Why Turkey Like It.
Cheklb Bey has been "informally"
recognized. He cannot transact any
Important business, and his position
here Is not much better than that of I
the representatives of "juntas," who
were formerly active in looking out
for the affairs of embryo republics.
They were able, however, to care for
the interests of their employers in a
general way. and so Is he.
In the meanwhile most of the busi
ness between the two countries is
transacted at Constantinople and not
at Washington. Transacting busir.e-s- s
with the sultan is a thorny task for
the American minister, and out of
that proceeds, much to the disquiet
of Turkey, the desire of the United
Slates to make an ambassador out of
When it becomes
Minister
to pre
necessary for Mr.
sent American business to the sultan
it frequently takes him months of per
sistent nagging before he can see that
potentate.
An ambassador tan demand to fee
the sultan as a right, which a min
ister cannot. If Leishruan were an
nniltassador. he could no longer be
nut off with excuses. This is the
reason why it is desired to raise the
pott to an embassy, and this is why
Constant inople views the proposition
with consternation.

CASINO THEATRE

This time

It concerns the grain producers of the

out-of-to-

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Phone Auto. 199
Melini & Eakin
So. First St., Albuqueriiuc

The. Beer
That Made Iw waukee famous.

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all psrti
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,

and Chicago, Hock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy aud :Unta
Fe, N. M., with the AtchlBon, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Ssnta
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passenger and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Paclfl-railway, via Torrance. N. M.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. JKIMSHAW.
r.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen.
0
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Trean
J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIMSHAW.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass Agt. G
GENERAL OFFICES
SANTA FE, N. M. IS

W. E.

Highland Jersey Dairy.

MAUGER

WOOL

GOOD MILK AND CREAM.

with Mauger
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Colo, pnone, 31k. 89.

1500

S. B'wayJ

&

Avery, Dostou

,

Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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y the approaching train, staggered In
a drowsy condition, in front of the
train.
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Every business man should investigate the
tical Filing System for letters, documents

13
m.

a

Ver-

etc

THE
GLOBE-WERNICK-

E

Upright Unit

Vertical File
is the greatest and
best device of the
kind ever invented.

Callandseeitcrwritt
.:...! 3.
iui ij.iiik.uiui

CORNEH

IS A GREAT
SAVING OF TIME.
A tool has Just been perfected by
Master Mechanic A. B. Todd of the
Santa Fe shops a! San Bernardino,
In the
that will bp a great time-save-r
putting of flues Into lJcomotives. Ordinarily it requires the equivalent of
five days' work for one man t place
a set of flues, while by the use of
the device perfected iy Ml. Todd, It
ran lie done in one day, a saving of
four full days of time. A patent has
been applied for on the machine. The
device will probably be Installed In
NEW

Emmons, g Furniture Man

9)

COAL

BOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

I

J

li

TO

SE-

CURE BARGAINS IN

iTfifvFftH

3 s

if n it7)j Hy saddle

J'

B E

pf

8

.

AND ETC.

We are offering gome very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.
the seal Is a matter of Quandary for
nis friends. He was undoubtedly demented from drink.
Blair was released by the Santa Fe
officers Saturday evening and was
not taken into custody unt.il Monday
morning after he had gone to work.
He has 'the sympathy of all who
know him.

SUICIDE RE-

PENTS TOO

'

i

MAIL CLERKS v
FORMULATE GRIEVANCES
The railway mail clerks of Los An- geles met Saturday and discussed tne
framing of a petition to the postofflce
department at Washington, asking re- -'
lief from the conditions which now
prevail In the service.
The meeting was atitended by near-- j
FIRES TWO SHOTS TO SUMMON
ly all of the men not out on runs and
HFLP, AND IS FOUND IN
.it was reported that the petMion
DEATH'S THROES.
would probably have the signatures
jof every one of the 150 clerks.
Chief Clerk F. I. R. Moore met with
After having swallowed enough
clerks and discussed the sitstrychnine to kill twenty men, Harry the mailadvising
them that they were
uation,
B. Waldorf, a locomotive fireman, and taking the proper course In sending a
brother of Guy Waldorf, a railroad statement of whatever grievance they
man of San Marcial, N. M., seized a had to headquarters at Washington.
cheap revolver as he lay on the floor
While the mall clerks urge that the
of the Brunswick hotel in Denver rules and regulations do not provide
Wednesday night at. 11 o'clock, writh- adequate compensation and protection
ing In convulsions rroni the effects for a service as arduous and danger-- i
of the poison, swallowed with sui- ous as that whloa they perform,
cidal Intent, and fired two shots to all they ask Is that they be given the
attract attention, having repented of benefit of such rights as they are
his attempt at suicide, when it. was now supposed to have.
too late.
Tlie shots aroused the entire house, INSPECTOR CAFFERTY INVENTS
DEVICE FOR HANDLING TIES.
and Hhe halls filled rapidly with
T. S. Cafferty, inspector of tracks
Waldorf's
terrified people.
door was locked, and fearing that the and roadway for the Atchison, Topeka
supposedly insane man would fire at & Santa Fe Railway company, and A.
them, all were afraid to open the J. Hayden, who holds a position in the
door and give the dying man comfort. ticket auditor's department of the
summoned, hut company, at Topeka, have invented a
A lKjlice surgeon
when he arrived all hope of saving jntw device for lifting and handling
Waldorf's life had vanished. The .railway ties or sleepers and setting
poison had been, absorbed by the tis- tiiem in place in the roadbed. The
of their invention is to provide
sues of the body and he was racked
a device by which ties of all sizes may
with convulsions.
With his dying breath, Waldorf be readily handled without damaging
plead ed to be let alone and the poi- the tie In any way. In fact one man
jean manipulate the instrument, and
son allowed to do Its work.
"I fired the shots," he moaned, "to readily move any tie, a thing that can
call for help. I feel so badly. Won't not be done with any other tool
someliody please kill me and end tnis known. The Invention, while simple
in construction,
possesses features
terrible pain?"
which make, it unique In its arrangeThree minutes later he was dtadt
Waldorf, according to the proprie- ment.
.
.
tor of the rooming house, went to the MAN IS
KILLED BY
place alout 4 o'clock Wednesday afA SANTA FE TRAIN.
ternoon, 'al. ne, and was assigned a
Luis Ontaveras was run over and
small room, in which, about an hour
later, a woman was heard crying and killed by a Santa Fe train Tuesday
moaning, although ithe tenants of the night, at Cantillon station, near El
house all state that they did not see !Paso, says the News. Judge Marshall
any woman enter his room. After was notified and, in company with J.
a while tie sobs ceased and all was J. Kaster, of the undertaking firm of
still in the little room, until 11 o'clock iNagley & Kaster, went on a special
that night, when the two plsul shots to the scene of the accident, from Most lonsot sold for a combined naar and distant Might arm tbe ordl
which the body was brought to El nary klnd-O- urt
rang out.
ar differen- t- Wo grind tbam ourselves to oraor.
Waldorf's motive for suicide Is a Paso. Owing to a delay in gutting
solid form. Not bin a to brook apart orlntorforo with tba sight.In a
mystery to the police. He hau lit t (Jhe testimony of the trainmen, the
but according to the roomers inquest has not yet been completed.
he Baid early in the evening that he The man was track walker for the
Manufactured by
Had a good position on a railroad. The railway company and it is supposed
mysterious woman's voice is nil night he went to sleep either on the track,
to have had something to do with his or very near jt, and being awakened
West Oild Ave.
Albuquerque's Exclusive Opticians
sudden determination to kill himself.
A watch, $2.50 in change and one
letter from his brother, Guy Waldorf,
San Marcial, N. M., were the only
things found in the room, besides the
cheap revolver and the lxittle containing sixty grains of strychnine in
c 'arse xwder.
The letter indicated t'.iat Waldorf
was engaged to a girl referred to us
"Mary," who lives at Eldorado, Kan.,
the dead man's homo. That the mysterious woman in Waldorf's room yesterday afternoon was his fiancee is
thought not improbible by he poRAILWAY

LATE

half-dresse-

w

r.b-;je-
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THE DIFFERENCE

REFORM Blh'OCULS
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.,

IIS

WITH EVERY VEHI-- ,
CLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
means of dofectlye
material or workman- ship will be made good
without expense to the
owner, irrespective ofi
time of anrvlcA. TTila
to prices, you can't beat ours on the

(

tuny protects you as to quality, as
same gtade of goods.
Our repair shop Is In the hands of skilled men and la mmlrme.i with
all n'cersary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, up-noistcring, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.
CORNER

OF

y

Machine Works-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Genrrat Batlcftng SoppUes

CLEANING

THORNTON the Clemntr
Cleans everything.
He Is th

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marqucttt
Bain and Old
Hickory Wagoos

X

a

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

A

Moving, pack- - V
ing and shipping, unpacking anil I
setting up, and Is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other

Furniture

J
J

Man.

Just Thornton. Both 'Phones.
737 South Walter Street.

0

XXTXXXXXXX

If quality
and Trice Is

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.

you.

J.

KORBER

THIRD STREET

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

'203 WEST

At Consistent
Prices

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.

Steam Sausage Factory.

EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqne

& CO.,

WE FILL

Meat Market

THE CELEBRATED

HOUSE

PLANTS

A

SPECIALTY

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.

PIONEER BAKERY

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

WEDDING

BALLINO,

CAKES

A

&

Myer,

RENTALS

and

Farms

OOOOOOOOCX

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATBV
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

7

Am

to

UP

Lucero
daTe signs

208 WE8T 8ILVER AVE.

Strong's Sons
STRONO BLOCK. '

W.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

UNDERTAKERS

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 217 West Rallroa4
avenue.

a OR API

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
213 213 217

0.

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.

TOT

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, SoutU
Third street.

OF

o

Correspondence Solicited.
123 S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N.

Cor.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

SIMON

Ranches

MOVING

STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.
Lead Avenue and First Street.

AVE-

BANK

Real Estate
AND

IRRIGATING

Sole Agents.
199.

j

Wootton

General Contractor

MELINI & EAKIN
Albuquerque, N. M.

10
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PUMPS, TANKS
AND WINDMILLS

Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

RAILROAD

NUE, NEXT
COMMERCE.

A. D. JOHNSON

Bottled in Bond.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

you

what

want, we ask
that you give
us a onance
to figure with

PAINTS,

Automatic Phone,

-

r.

GOOD
TABLE BOARD, $4 A
WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO

CARPET

Foundry and

T.
MALL, srpprl0tor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart;
baftlan.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front
Buildings.
Rmpalra on Mining and mm Maehlnory a Upaelatty
foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albiqsersae. n. m.

ELITE CAFE

STEAM

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS' IN THE OITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

2

.

Albuquerque Carriage Co

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

FREAKS

H. Parkinson,

This Strong
Guarantee

In-

Dear Sir: I wish to thank you very kindly for the
check for $98.57, which I have today received from your
company In full payment for my accident claim. My
only regret Is that I did not apply for a $2,000 policy
which would have given me $10 per week for the last
twenty weeks In stead of the $5 per week which I am receiving under the. $1,000 policy. I can certainly recommend your company, to all working people especially, as
my experience fully demonstrates the value of your combination policy. For almost five months now I have been
unable to do any work whatever and having a wife and
four children to support this accident claim has been a
source of great comfort to mo during my sickness and
enforced Idleness.
Again thanking yon, I beg to rcnialu.
Very truly yours.
JOE SCHM1TT.
P. S. Mr. Scbniitt was severely scalded by the bursting of nn immense vat In the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried a $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per ychr and provides $1,000 in case of death
and $3 a week m case of sickness or an accident and
should he live twenty years about the entire amount paid
in will be returned to him.
F. B. SCHWENTKER.

OF NATURE
chairman of the
S uthern Pacific system of the BrothBEING EXHIBITED
with
erhood of Railroad Trainmen,
headquarters at San Antonio, sent a
telegram of protest to Texts repre- - FIND TWO STRANGE LIZARD LIKE
ANIMALS IN SANTA FE LOCOsentatlves In congress against that
portion of the rate legislation in the
MOTIVE TANK.
reporter iill which provides no free
are they? We don't know, do
What
passes chilli be Issued to families of
you ?
em ployes.
The foregoing is an Inscription sur
Fred H. Behring, who has been ap- mounting an octangular fish tank in
pointed general freight agent of the the Center Block Pharmacy. The reSouthern Railway at liuisville, be- ceptacle is half filled with water and
gan his railroad career In St.
at the bottom are two strange crea-- j
as a clerk in the lyoulsville & Nash- tures.
i nere is a diversity or opinville offices. Later, he went to the ion as to what they are culled. Some
Missouri Pacific freight department. of the people who have seen them
He has been connected with the say that they are water dogs or water
puppies, while others are of the beSouthern since m Itsm organization.
m
lief that they are an uncommon varAt the annual dinner ot the Midiety of the lizard family.
lothian team association held in ChiWhatever they are they ifttraet a
cago, a complimentary poem in ap- good deal of attention from patrons of
preciation of Vice President George the store. One of them is about nine
T. Nicholson of the Santa Fe and the inches in length, while the other
aytem was a feature of the occasion. measures about, six inches.
What
Copies have been distributed in rail- makes them different from the ordroad circles.
inary salamander is that they have
on each side of
"Sunrise," a private car from the three head,otuberaiices
which to all Intents and
Colorado & Wyoming railroad, carry- the
are lungs. These queer
ing a special party of Colorado Fuel purposes
projections
are seen to inflate and
company
officials,
passed
and Iron
color as they naturally would
through the city last evening, en route change
breathing.
when
to El Paso.
The ll.ard-llk- e
animals were found
A. Lovell, superintendent of motive at. the round house In the tank of a
power for the Santa Fe. arrived in Santa Fe locomotive. They were disAlbuquerque last evening in his pri covered while the tank was being
emptied. The finder was mystified
vate car and spent tme day htie.
as to the nature of the little acquatic
F. M. Bisbee, chief engineer for the animals and brought them out to the
Santa Fe, on the western division, ar- drug store to be placed on exhibition.
rived In the city last evening from his The reptiles have four feet so that
headquarters in La Junta.
they can walk or crawl, and are
equipped with a tall so that they can
Ben Williams and L. E. Curtwrlght, swim. Las Vegas Optic.
special officers for the Santa Fe, have
returned to .a Junta, after a short
Unknown Friends.
stay In this city.
There are many people who have
Colic. Oholers
Mrs. Bamiiini, at her parlors, No used Chamberlain's
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre and Diarrhoea Remedy witn splendid
pared to give thorough scalp treat results, but who are unknown because
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns they have hesitated about giving a
for
bunions and ingrowing nails. She testimonial of their experience
gives massage treatment and manicur publication. These "people, however,
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation are none the less friends of this remof complexion cream builds up the edy. They have done much toward
skin and improves the complexion, making it a household word by their
and Is guaranteed not to be lnjurl personal recommendations to friends
ous. She also prepares a hair tonic and neighbors. It is a good medicine
have In the oome and Is widely
that cures and prevents dandruff and to
known for Its cures of diarrhoea and
'nair falling out; restores life to dead all
of bowel trouble. For sale
hair; removes moles, warts and su- by forms
all druggists.
perfluous hair. Also a face powder,
freckle cure a:id pimple cure and pile
The picnic baskets for dale at the
cure. All of these preparations ar Mcintosh Hardware company's
store
purely vegetable compounds. Have are Indispensable for outing parties.
just added a vibrator machine for
o
Deadly Serpent Bites
treatment of scalp, face end cure of
wrinkles. It is also used for rheuma- Are as common In India ns are stomach and liver disorders with us. For
tism, pains and massage.
the latter, however, there is a sure
Death From Lockjaw
remedy: Electric Bitters, the great,
Never follows an injury dressed with restorative medicine, of which S. A.
Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Its antisep- Brown, of Bennettsvllle, S. C, says:
tic and healing properties prevent They restored my wife to perfect
blood poisoning. Chas. Oswald, mer- health, after years or suffering with
chant, of Rensslaersvllle,
N. V., dyspepsia and a chronically torpid
writes:
"It cured Seth Burch, of liver." Electric bitters cure chills
this place, of the ugliest sore on his and fever, malaria, billiousness, lame
neck I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds. back, kidney troubles and bladded disBurns and Sores. 25c, at all
orders. Sold on guarantee by all
druggists. Price 50c.
A.

A R N E

TOOL

the arious shops of the system.
m
Judge Ira B. Abbott, in chambers
yesterday, heard the arguments of the
attorneys on the different sides ot
the case of the Colorado & Arizoua
Railroad company vs. the Denver &
Rio Grande hau road company. In
which the lalter asked that a referee
Abliott
be appointed. Judge
took
under advisement the motion for a
referee or examiner, not deciding
A 'eferee hears
which to a"H)int.
the evidence in the case only while
an examiner lurks Into the case for
further evidence. I he case Is one Involving tht right of way in San Juan
county.

STREET

THiS CHANGE

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Mr. F. B. Schwentker, Manager Taclflc Mutual Life
surance Compuny, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Superintendents
Fairview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

M.
and

MONUMENTS
201-21- 1

N. Second St., Both PnonM.

NORTH THIRD STREET.

DRAG0IE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

1

'

Cigars and Tobacco, an4

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North. Broadway, corner of

WasM-lngto- n

avenue, Albuquerque, N.

M.

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

lice.

The dead man's brother in San
Marcial ;ind his people in Eld rad
Kan., haw b en notified o:' his death.
a.
ami trie remains are lin
held
Denver awaiting their instructions.

Located on the Been

&.

Santa

re

Railway

3oIaa is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

BOUND OVER ON CHARGE
OF BREAKING INTO CAR.
D. I.. Blair,
a switchman in the
Raton yards, was on Tuesday hound
over to the next grand jury, In Justice Payne's court, on a charge of
breaking a seal on a car of merchan-

dise in the Santa Fe yards, says the
Katon Range. His bond was fixed in
the sum of t'l" and he furnished security in litis amount.
The case of ltlair i rather a pitiHe is married, and lias alful one.
ways borne a good reputation in 'he
Saturday, in company
town, l.at-with some companions, he began
drinking, and though he worked in
the yards Saturday, there were several of his fri nds and others, who testified that he was very drunk when
evening came. No one sa him breau
Offthe seal on the car. but
icer
Clarence Morrow caught him
stan ling in the car door He had
ta!en nothing from the car, but a box
of comb used milk ha. I t n broken
o.jen u"1 six cans had bet n taken
from U and placed it in a sack.
Blair is by no means a le'ty thief
and just w hat prompted him to break

ot The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

The Belen Town aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
I'.
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mIU"'"
i!T ,Cf e,re

.

Belen

1.

.TT

w'th" bro.d 80
d o
sod
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old sh.de trees; publl. school ion... eoet- p0pa,atlon
of
1'600
habitants; largest mercantile establishment. In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity. 150 barrel, d.lly; large winery; taree
i,,
notels.
.blppmg point for wool, flour. wbet. wine. bean. nd b.y In Central New Mexico. It. important s. a great
commercial railroad city In the near future c.nnot be estimated

EXPRESS. VAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE RQ.IT

LIMITED

'
W11
drug .tore, barnes.

Tr

We"

'r,ded' (n,t"y

.bop. etc. etc.

Alio

llrgt-cla-

i

' tbem

,I,Pr0Ted b'
modern hotel.

w

.

1

r.O OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

"t!v.tlon);no i.n or gr.vel.

We need a

flrst-cl.- ..

bakery, tailor .hop.

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

.no. bou.e. jeweler, plumbing sioe. fla.tr.3 mill

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS: TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

r?s

n
ill

If

The Belen Town and Irnorovement Comnani
WM. M. WflRT?.

JOHN BECKER, President"?
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PACE EIGHT.

ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Alack Cat stocKlnus wear longest
and save you lots of unnecessary
darning. We have them In black,
white or tan, for men, women and
rhildren.
Prices range from lT.e to
tloo.
c. May's Shoe store, SI I Wes'
Uallroad avetnu'.
FRUIT, FRESH FOR SATURDAY'S
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Office over Mandell's on Railroad
TRADE:
1
avenue, between First and Second
RASPBERRIES.
Fair tonight and Saturday.
streets. Hours from 8 to 12 a in., 1:30
STRAWBERRIES.
to 6 p. m. Auto 'phone 203.
BLACKBERRIES.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
LOGAN BERRIES.
Dr. Williams has practiced his proPEACHES
No. 3, the west bound flyer, did not
fession In Ias Vegas for the past
APRICOTS.
arrive today, owing to washouts In
seventeen years.
BANANAS.
Kansas and has been annulled. No.
ORANGES.
1 Is reported Indefinitely late, owlnn
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLO
WATER MELONS. ETC., TO AR
to washouts. An extra No. 7, made up RIVE
OR MONDAY.
SATURDAY
AND EXCHANGED
Is
l.a.
at
Junta,
scheduled to arrive
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
on time. No. 9 Is reported three hours
Association
Ofleo
"Good Thingt to Eat."
late. Nos. 4 and 8 reported on time.
Transactions
Guarantied
The ladies of Temple Albert will
A car load of neons from Mexico, give a
social on Tuesday evening, June ROSENHEIM'S, II8W.R.R, Ave.
destined for section work In Kansas 12, at the vestry rooms of the temple.
and elsewhere, passed up the road this Everybody cordially Invited to attend.
morning.
YET WE ARE PROFESSIONALS IN
ACME
FOR
MIXED
FEED
Mrs. 1 O. Uosenfield and son, who
THE ART OF GIVING A MAN A FIT
PREPARED FROM
visited relatives and friends ut St. HORSES. IS
SHOE STORE
IN A READY MADE SUIT.
Joseph and other Missouri towns, have WHOLESOME GRAIN AND THORYOUR HORSE Men's, Women's
OUGHLY GROUND.
returned to the city.
WE SELL HART, SCHAFFNER &
A1ARX CLOTHES
Mrs. Eugen Murray, accompanied by REQUIRES A VARIETY OF GRAIN and Children's
GUARANTEED
Mrs. John Clark, were passengers last FOR HEALTH. THIS MIXTURE IS
WORKMANSHIP AND
HIGHEST
IN
NEEDS,
IS
AND
HE
JUST
WHAT
GRADE STYLE.
night for Bouthern California. They
FORM
FOR
FEEDCONVENIENT
121
No.
West
Railroad Avenue.
will summer at Iong Ueach.
LINES STILL COMPLETE ALL
ING. ACME
MIXED
FEED FOR
Harry Cooper, deputy United States HORSES IS USED BY THE
SIZES.
MOST
marshal, who attended to court mat- CAREFUL FEEDERS IN THE CITY.
PRICES
ters at Las Vegas, returned to the IT WILL PAY YOU TO TRY IT. E.
$30
t
city Inst night.
W. FEE, 620 SOUTH
SECOND
Nich Chaflln, the livery stable keep- STREET.
No. 424 North Second St.
er of Las Vegas, passed up tho road,
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
home lKiund this morning from El
SANITARY BOARDING
Paso, where he had gone on business. 3
STABLE
doss strictly fresh Kansas eggs.. 53c
Justaniano Baca, a sheep raiser from 2 lbs fancy
Ufta
creamery
45c
butter
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop
Mangus, Socorro county, is In the city 2
15c
l!s ginger snaps
on business.
He was In consultation Soup,
per can
"8c
with Attorney E. V. Chaves his mornAuto., 311.
We are showing the greatest variety Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
ing.
of men's shirts to be found In town.
P. E. Reraldl, representing the AmnGc
Corn starch, per pkg
erican Tobacco company, left this 2 cans of California plums
25c
morning on a business trip to northern Best grade of rasplierrles, pr can. 15c
New Mexico and southern Colorado. 1 lb of Walter Baker's chocolate. . 35c
He will return In a few days.
Wo have a drummer's sample lot
Dr. J. L. Clarke, a young physician of hosiery on sale.
of Bernalillo, who was here yesterday Chilimac, per pkg
05c
08c
and last night hobnobbing with mem Vermicelli, per pkg
Of.c
bers of the local medical fraternity, Pearl barley, per pkg
25c
Large pkg of oat flakes
returned to Bernalillo this morning.
Remember we carry a complete
Hon. Solomon Luna, who has been
at his sheep ranch In western Socorro stock of fruit preserving supplies.
THE MAZE.
county the past few weeks, reached
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.
LADIES' AND MISSES' SUMMER
Los Lunas late yesterday afternoon
CH ILDRENS' STRAW SAILORS.
MEN'S
AND
YOUTH'S TWO-PIECand will be in Albuquerque tomorrow
CAPS.
to
concert
at
Free
Casino
band
SUITS.
morning.
To make a rapid selling, we have
night.
e
Chief Engineer Key, of the Belen
Choice f any
suits,
We have a large assortment of
placed on sale our stock of
Going to the mountains Sunday? We
cut off, who was here last night, left
that sold from $7.50 to $11, at the
T.adks'
Misses
Caps,
and
per
20
at
Summer
Sailors
Straw
on a freight train this morning on a will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
In the very latest styles.
$5.b&
As a
window special price of, per suit
reduction.
cent
See
flying trip to the Ulo Puerco, out west. Houston, 205 West Railroad avenue.
special Inducement for one week, display. Picnic Straw Hats, at
He will probably return to the city to"SUIT CASES AND
TRUNKS,
GREEN BEANS.
night, and thence to Belen.
we have reduced them to the very
15o
each
BAGS.
WAX BEANS.
There will be a meeting of the exe
low price of, each
O
50c
CANTALOUPE.
largest
cutive committee of the Territorial
The
line of Trunks, Suit
BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S WASH
FRESH TOMATOES-CUCUMBERS- .
Fair association at the office of ManCases and Bags shown here. Call
BOYS' WAISTS.
SUITS.
ager McCanna. In the Grant building
SUGAR PEAS.
in and look at our assortment beupstairs, this evening at 8 o'clock. All
AND ALL OTHER VEGETABLES.
showing
assortlarge
enWe
are
a
fore buying. Prices always the
placed
our
We
on
have
sale
urged
members are
to attend this
No trouble to find what you want,
ment of Boys' Waists, In Percales,
meeting.
lowest. Genuine Fiber Gross Suit
tire stock of Boys' and Children's
when trading at
Ginghams and Fancy Madras, at Wash Suits, at 15 per cent reducOne of the nicest ice cream socials,
Cases at $4 each. Just the right
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO.
held this season, took place last night
weight for a lady.
tion. See window display.
25c
"Good Things to Eat."
the low price of
at the residence of Dr. and Mrs. C. II.
WANTED.
Conner on North Twelfth street. It
was given under the auspices of the
For Zoological Parks.
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
Aid society of the Congregaturkeys, blue loco, and mountain top
tional church.
Tho Woman's Missionary society of knot partridges, fox and black squirthe St. John's Episcopal church hold rels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
a very Interesting meeting at the rec and ducks; and all sorts of wild anitory of the church this afternoon at 3 mals and birds. Write and tell me
o'clock. Quite a membership
was what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
present, and had good suggestions to Naturalist, Washington, D. C.
make for tho welfare of the society.
AN
WANTED
EXPERIENCED
Tho board of directors and board of DRIVER. SAN JOSE MARKET.
managers of the local Woman's club
See the picnic baskets In the Mcin
held a very important meeting this
afternoon, and plans for the club's tosh Hardware company's display
new home were fully discussed. Other window.
matters of Interest to the club were
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
brought up and discussed.
Machinery,
complete.
Including
Mrs. G. W. Harrison and children boiler
and engine, for
roller
will leave tomorrow morning for Bermill.
flour
Martin Lohwan,
nalillo, and from there they will go Las Cruces, Address,
N. M.
overland to tho Jemez hot springs,
o
where they will remain during the
See the picnic baskets in the Mcin
summer. Dr. Harrison Is at present in tosh Hardware company's display
St. Ixmis, but on his return ho will wmaow.
Join his family at the springs.
Free band concert at Casino toW. M. Wortman, who was manager
of tho Casluo, Albuquerque's summer night.
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Hartheater, for a few short weeks, lias left
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
tho town, so it Is stated by competent
Window
screens,
7 cents per fool.
Judges of humau nature, but before his
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
Presses.
A home
door, with trimmings
departure Wortman failed to make for $1.25. made
good his promise to "call and settle
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
We are maklnsr window screens
up." He caino to Albuquerque from mortised toeether. anrt as strnnv all
El Paso.
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
Miss Phoebe Roberts, who was here sereeu noor,
or
mat
the past few weeks as tho guest of win outlast any door shipped In here
Sooth First Sireet
North Ffrst Street
40 1,
Mrs. Thomas Keleher, left this morn- from the cast, together with triming for her home in Chicago. Tho mings, for $1.25.
We make the regular shop made
young lady has many friends hero
among both sexes of the younger cir- SCreer dnorn thni lmvA nlwnv. onut
cle, and a half a dozen or more wero heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
at the local depot this morning to
PLANING MILL CO.
seo her safely on the train.
Mrs. James Hanson, nee Miss BesThe picnic baskets for sale at the
sie Pratt, doughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mcintosh Hardware company's store
W. E. Pratt, is still seriously ill, but are indispensable for outing parties.
FIRST ESTABLISHED
her attending physician hopes to bo
D.
able In a very short time to announce
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
OPTICIAN IN
Remember, Eureka Is the only lime
her condition changed for the better.
Mrs. Hanson has been ill ever since sold here that will not pop. crack or
NEW MEXICO.
tho birth of a daughter, which oc- blister In the wall. See that It Is
specified in your contract
curred about ten days ago.
HAHN & CO.
Jose G. Chaves, the well known
claim adjuster for the Santa Fe on the
V",
A fine musical treat for you Friday
liio Grande division. Is In the city from nleht nt Mrs. Bittner's, given by the
says
the Presbyterian ladles.
lxs Lunas. Mr. Chaves
PRESIDENT OF
Glasses fitted for relief of poor
small farmers of the valley south of
o
NEW MEXICO
prosperous
vision,
headache
tho city are seemingly very
nervous
and
Entire change of 'Frisco moving
but their great trouble, so far this pictures at Casino tonight.
Appointments
strain.
made at
OPTICAL BOARD.
season. Is the fight they are having to
o
A'ann's drug store.
Whitcomb
get rid of the grasshopper pest.
Springs Delightful summer resort, Is now open to the public. Good rooms, good meals, everything clean and nice. Bring your
families and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.

Dr.B.m.Williams
.DENTIST.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

a
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H ot We&ttlhier ComIbrtt
KEEP YOUR FEET COOL AM) AVOID THE DISCOMFORTS
OF THE HOT SEASON. OCR lxnv SHOES WHX DO THIS MOST
EFFECTIVELY. BESIDES GIVING YOU LOTS OF STYLE AND
W13AR THEIR PRICES ARE IH'T
INSIGNIFICANT. AS COMPARED WITH THEIR ADVANTAGES.

FRIDAY, JUNE 8, 1906.

We havens graduated from
2 leading universities

27 night schools and
3 correspondence
courses....,

r.r;

WM. CHAPLIN'S

MEN S CANVAS OXFORDS, LEATHER SOLES
$1.50
MEN'S VICI KID OXFORDS
$1.75, $2.25, $3.00 and $3.50
MEN'S CALF OXFORDS
$2.25, $3.00, and $3.50
MEN S PATENT COLT OXFORDS
$3.00, $3.50 and $4.00
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
$1.25, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.25
WOMEN'S KID OXFORDS
$1.50, $1.65, 2.25 and $3.00
WOMEN'S PATENT KID OXFORDS
$2.50, $2.75 and $3.50
CHILDREN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS $1.00, $1.40, 1.75 and $2.00

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F, F. Trotter's
grocery etore, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out flrst what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

street

Fine Shoes

London Club

sis

LIVEUY COMPANY

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service and Saving

Special Attractions in Our Juvenile Department this Week

E

Chil-dren-

GEO. W. HICKOX.

T. Y. MAYNARD.

The Hickox - Maynar d

Co

Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH SECOND

8TREET.

Tasty Fountain Beverages
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
lco cream too. But when
we see the continued Increase In the amount of
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
it, you'll see.

a pretty good opinion of our

J. H. O'RIELLY

GO ,

Barnett Building

Druggists

CEMENT, - SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

LUMBER,

-

MAIL. ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
First and Marquette,

lTjnnTmm
iy

JlJLIllll

-

Albuquerque, N. M.

1

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite'

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

Whitney Company

Alaska Refrigerators,
i
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools
Mead Hay

-

n

U3, U5, U7

403

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Eye Sight
Specialist

o
See the picnic baskets In the Mcin

tosh

company's

Hardware

H

V

4

IN

SHIPMENT JUST

M

display

winguw.

NEW

two-piec-

s'

S. T. VANN, 0.

the
Diamond

to

FRESH

S

IWctNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

& COMPANY

M

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

t

CUT FLOWERS.

t

IVES, THE FLORIST.

it

cooooocaooooo
Adams & Dilgard

Special
-- y-

3rzf

-

L

Price....
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mmmm
Watt Gold 3

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

El

M

Cmbalining

Is

Our Specialty

M
M

Cor. Fifth

Street and Railroad

Ave.

CpT71?!

in

OurWindow

Ll

roccoooooooco

Funeral Directors
I 19
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See Display

j

215 West Railroad Avenue
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